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Committee Votes
Mileage Standards
WASHINGTON ( AP) — As the House
prepared to begin a week of debate on
President Carter's energy plan, a
genate committee voted today to set
minimum mileage standards through
1985 as a means of discouraging
production of gasguzzling cars.
The Senate Energy Committee also
voted as part of its consideration of the
Carter energy proposals to double the
penalties for auto companies which fail
to meet existing mileage standards.
American auto manufacturers now
must meet an average for gasoline
mileage covering all models they
produce. A 1975 law sets that average at
18 miles per gallon for 1978 models,
climbing to 27.5 miles per gallon in 1985.
A proposal by Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, approved 10 to 6
by the committee, would set a mileage
floor. The minimum would begin at 16
miles per gallon for 1980 models and
rise to 21 miles per gallon in 1985.
The move was opposed vigorously by
the big three American auto_ makers.
Chrysler said it might have trouble with —
one of its 1980 models if the proposal
became law. A Ford official said none
of its cars planned for 1980 through 1985
would fall below the minimum set in the
Metzenbaumproposal.
Nonetheless, Ford official Fred G.
Secrest said there is a danger that a car
model might fall below the minimum
by a "trival percentage."
"We might face, therefore, the
sudden necessity of closing plants that
produce certain models or components,
even though our over-all fleet-average
efficiency was better than mandated
goals."
In the House, meanwhile, the
President's energy proposals appeared
likely to survive unscathed during four
days of scheduled debate and votes.
House Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill
said 90 per cent of the President's plan,
first revealed last April 20, has won
approval from various House
committees.
O'Neill has' scheduled a full day of
debate for today, with three days of
votes on various aspects of the program
to follow.
Last week, the House voted 238 to 149
to limit voting to 30 specific
amendments to the energy plan, plus a
comprehensive set of proposals offered
by the Republican party. The GOP plan
is to be considered in one piece.
The principal battle over the plan is
expected to focus on whether to
deregulate the price of natural gas or
set a $1.75 ceiling, as urged by Carter,
for each thousand cubic feet of gas.
House members from oil and gas
producing states had hoped for wide
latitude in urging variations on
deregulation. Instead, they will be
limited to proposing full deregulation of
gas prices in a form previously
defeated in the House Commerce
Committee.
Also expected to be hotly debated is a
four cent increase in federal gasoline
excise taxes, which was approved by
the House Ad Hoc Energy Committee.
The proceeds from the added tax would
Band Boosters To
Meet Tuesday Night
The Murray High School Band
Boosters Club will have a special called
meeting on Tuesday, August 2, at 7:30
p. m. at the Murray High band room,
according to the club president, Ron
Hampton.
Information on the coming band
camp at Jackson, Tn., will be given,
along with planning forthe budget and
fund raising plans for the Orange Bowl
trip to Florida in December. Hampton
said, as he urged all members and
interested persons to attend.
inside today
go in part to mass transit projects.
Another version to be voted on would
increase the present four cent tax by
five cents with half the proceeds going
to mass transit and the rest to the states
for upgrading highways other than
those in the Interstate system.
A third proposal that will be
subjected to discussion during the floor
debate would kill any increase in the
gasoline tax that is aimed at reducing
fuel consumption and encouraging
Americans to drive less.
In the Senate, one portion of the
President's energy plan — coal
conversion — has been approved by a
committee and could reach the floor
this week. Meanwhile, natural gas
deregulation will be voted on by the
Senate Energy Cormnittee, where the
fight is expected to be as lively as it has
been in the House.
On other issues, the Senate has been
slowed by a Republican-led filibuster
against a bill to subsidize Senate
etectiorr - campaigns. Democratic
leaders planned another attempt today
to limit debate on the issue.
A House-Senate clean air conference
committee met for three days last
week, but was unable to reach
agreement on major revisions to
federal clean air rules.
The auto industry, which says it
cannot meet standards currently in the
law, is threatening to shut down unless
Congress takes some action so the
conferees scheduled night sessions for
tonight and Tuesday.
NAPPING—Three-year-old Tobey Latimer, of Louisville, viasn't the least bit
interested in the action Sunday at the Murray Invitational Golf Tournament at
the Murray Country Club. Tobey slept peacefully in his mother Judy's lap
while she and his father, Tommy, watch the golfers at the 14th green. The
Latimer's, former Murrayans, now live in Louisville. Photo by M. C. Garrott
FIREMEN ATTEND CLASS—Local firemen attended a 200-hour code analysis class at Murray State University recently.
The class was taught by the state fire marshal's office, and dealt with building, gas, life safety, and handicapped fire codes.
From left are Dave Manley, Earl Connover, Jim Blake and Steve Skinner of the fire marshal's office; Clarence Boren of the
Murray Fire Department Glendel Rice of the Madisonville Fire Department Bobby Hale, James Hombuckle, and Jackie
Cooper of the Murray fire Department; Dave Myrick, Paducah fire Department; and Billy Meacham, Paul Billings, Gary
Fulcher, Willie B. Hicks, Larry Hood and Mike Farmer of the Fulton fire Department
Stan Photo by Frank Gonzales
Personal Income In Tennessee
Valley Region At Recqd Level
Average personal income in the 201-
county Tennessee Valley region
reached 79 per cent of the national
average in 1976, the highest ratio yet of
Valley income to the national level,
TVA Board Chairman Aubrey J.
Wagner has reported.
Addressing the Tennessee
Association of Chamber of Commerce
executives in Gatlinburg, Wagner said
per capita income for the region was
$5,082 in 1976, compared to the national
average of $6,441. The 1976 level was
more than twice the income level of 10
years earlier when regional per cpaita
personal income was 82,155.
Wagner said an adequate supply of
One Section — 10 Pages
At least 13 persons were killed in weekend traffic
accidents in Kentucky, according to state police. The
story is on Page 10 of today's edition.
cooler
Betoming mostly sunny, a little
cooler and less humid today and
Tuesday. Fair and cool tonight.
Highs today and Tuesday in the
low 80s. Lows tonight in the upper
50s to low 60s.
Winds becoming northerly at
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affordable energy has been the key to
economic growth in the Southeast
during the past two decades and will
continue to be a key to future
development in the region.
Industrial facilities built in the last
decade alone represent an estimated
increase of more than 4 million
kilowatts in industrial power
requirements, an amount greater than
the combined capacity of all 29 TVA-
owned hydroelectric dams, Wagner
told the group.
"One-third of the people in the
Tennessee Valley region today are
under 20 years of age," he said. As
they grow up, they will want jobs and a
place to live."
Wagner said additional energy will be
needed to support the 2.4 million
Tennesseans expected to be employed
by the year 2000. At present, about 1.7
million Tennessee residents are
working, with some 30,000 entering the
job market in the state each year.
To ensure that future energy needs
are met, Wagner said, greater attention
must be devoted to conservation, new
ways must be found to maximize the
use of coal, and roadblocks impeding
the development of nuclear power m' '
be removed. He also called '
"vigorous and continuing resew
into new energy forms to meet kir-
term energy needs.
Wagner said TVA has cominitte,"
more than $2 billion to purchases from
businesses and industries in Tennesce
since the agency's inception in 1933
"But to measure TVA's impact on the
region's economy by the dollars we
spend is to miss by. -a country mile
TVA's real purpose and to
misunderstand entirely the nature ill
the economic change that has taken
place here over the past four decades,"
he said.
"TVA's role has been to provide some
of the needed tools, like electric power,
a navigable waterway, flood-free sites
for industry, and to help build up the
natural resource base, the forests, the
land, the water,- Wagner said. "The
people have done the work." He praised
the Chamber of Commerce and other
organizations which have encouraged
economic development in the




Two Calloway County residents were
arrested early Sunday morning and
charged with "trafficking in cocaine
and possession of marijuana"
according to Kentucky \Site Police
officials.
Arrested were Thomas J. Ford, 72,
and William M. Smyth, 21. Both men
live on Rt. 4, BOX -237 Murray, the place
where the arrests were made.
Kentucky State Police Detectives
said that a search of the residence was
made about 2 a. m. Sunday morning
and that some drugs were confiscated
anti sent to the state police laboratory,.
Further charges are pending depending
on the outcoming of the laboratory
analysis of the confiscated drugs, the
KSP spokesman said.
The two were placed in the Calloway.
County Jail and were still in custody
this morning On $10,000 bond.
Prices Continue
Climb In July
By The Associated Press
Grocery prices continued to increase
at a relatively moderate level during
July, although there were scattered
sharp boosts for a variety of items, an
Associated Press survey shows.
Among the products most frequently
rising in price were frozen orange juice
concentrate, tomato sauce, milk and
frankfurters. Decreases were spotted
in the price of chopped chuck, pork
chops and eggs.
The AP drew up a random list of 15
commonly purchased food and nonfood
items, checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13 cities on
March 1, 1973 and has rechecked on or
about the start of each succeeding
month.
Highlights of the latest survey were:
—The marketbasket total at the
checklist store increased during July in
five cities, up an average 2.2 per cent,
and decreased in eight cities, down an
averagi". J pet cent. The biggest
increases — just over 4 per cent in
Providence, R.I., and Salt Lake City —
occurred because items that had been
on sale at the start of July were at
regular price levels in the current
survey.
On an overall basis, the bill at the end
of July was about a third of a per cent
higher than it was a month earlier. The
rate of otill increase was the same
as it wa during June, when the
marketbasket was higher at the
checklist store in nine cities and lower
in four.
—Comparing prices at the start of
August with those seven months
earlier, the AP found the marketbasket
total was higher in every city, up at
average of 9.4 per cent. When coffee
was removed from the totals, however,
the increase was only 2.7 per cent.
—Coffee prices took a dip last month,
decreasing at-the checklist store in six
cities, generally about 20 cents a pound.
Coffee now is between $3.50 and $4 a
pound In most cities. The drops reflect
cuts at the wholesale level which, in
turn, mirror decreases in the cost of
coffee beans. The decrease has been
credited partly to a drop in
consumption among shoppers who




A subarea council with health related
project review and plan development
responsibility for the Jackson Purchase
has been established by Kentucky
Health Systems Agency-West,
according to an announcement made
today by the Purchase Area
Development District.
A nominations and credentials
committee will be accepting
nominations until September 1, 1977,
the announcement said.
"From the nominations received, a
slate of nominees will be selected by the
committee and presented to the
Purchase Area Development District
board of directors and the current
Purchase Subarea Health Council for
approval," a spokesman said.
Nominations should be submitted in
writing to Robert S. Reed, chairman, in
care of Purchase Area Development
District, P. 0. Box 588, Mayfield, Ky.
—Orange juice increased in more
places than any other single item
during July, rising at the checklist store
in eight cities. There have been
predictions of higher prices ever since
the winter freeze which hurt the Florida
citrus crop.
—As usual, food products accounted
for more of the fluctuations than
nonfood items. Nonfoods represented 20
per cent of the total number of items,
but only 16 per cent of the ups and
downs.
The items on the AP checklist were:
chopped chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice concentrate, coffee,
paper towels, butter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy peanut butter,
laundry detergent, fabric softener,
tomato sauce, chocolate chip cookies,
milk, frankfurters and granulated
sugar.
The cities checked were:
Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta, Ga.,
Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los
Angeles, - Miami, New York,





The Murray State University Board
of Regents will meet Friday, August 5,
at 9:30 a. m. in the board meeting room
at Sparks Hall on campus.
Included on the agenda for the
meeting will be: oath of office for Dr.
Edward Settle; reorganization of the
board; the president's report; faculty
and staff personnel and payroll items;
appointment of a vice-president for
university services; appointment of a
chairman for the department of
economies; appointment of a chairman
for the department of music;
Appointment of an acting chairman
for the department of engineering and
industrial technology; recom-
mendations for promotion;
appointments to the university student
appeals board; consideration of a
master of science in human services
degree; new promotion policy; new
personnel policies; acceptance of gifts
to the university.; report of the dean of
admissions and registrar; the 1978-80
biennial budget request; the annual
reports of the Thomas P. Norris and
National Direct student loan fund
programs; the financial statement for
1976-77; contract for printing the 1978
Shield; and a report from Dr. Hugh




The Murray City School Board will
meet in special session on Wednesday
at 5:15 p. m. at the board office
building.
The purpose of the meeting will be to
hear personnel recommendations
which will include the Murray Middle
School principal, to succeed Robert
Glin Jeffrey, who will assume new
duties this month as superintendent of
the school system.
WORKSHOPS PLANNED—Ralph Bagley of Winter Park, Fla., a teacher,
lecturer, painter and art critic, will hold a series of workshops in Murray
this fall. Bagley has conducted many such workshops of this type in
numerous states. His work was recently on display at the Bank of
Murray. The members of the Murray Art Guild, had a meeting, on July 20
and those members interested in attending the workshops voted to
hold them every Wednesday during September and October. The
series of eight workshops will start on Sept. 7 from 1;00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
at the Murray Art Guild, 103 N. 6th Street, Murray. Persons interested in
attending these workshops may contact Mrs: Roberta Tarry, 436-5486 or
.Mrs. Opal Roberts, 753:39,24 for further details and reservations.
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By Abigail Van Buren
19 77 by The Cntcago Tobune N V News Syna Inc
DEAR ABBY: I love my parents, but they have their
faults, and the one that bothers me most is their prejudice
against people of other races and religions. They have
tried their best to make me believe as they do, but I am
happy to say they have not succeeded.
I know that children are supposed to honor their
mothers and fathers, and I honor mine in most ways, but
not in all. We've had some very heated arguments over
this subject but I am only 14' 2 and I know they will never
change, so now I just keep my cool.
I am writing to you, Dear Abby, because some of the
stuff in your column has helped to open up my eyes.
Please keep stressing the importance of doing away with
bigotry and prejudice.
1 believe that we are all brothers in the family of man,
and we could love each other if the children all over the
world 'would 'refuse to -accept the --pfejudices of -their
parents and society.
If this letter is good efiough for your column, please sign
me. .
JIMMY
DEAR JIMMY: It is. And it's young people like you who
gise me hope for the future. Thank you for a beautiful
letter.
. I think you will appreciate the following philosophy
-whiclt supports your view, and came to me unsigned. I
hope that someone out there will identify its author:
"First they came for the Jews.
And I did not speak out
For I was not Jewish.
Then they came for the Catholics,
And I did not speak out
For I was not Catholic.
Then they came for the Gays,
And I did not speak out
For I was not Gay.
And then they came for me,
- And there waa nobody left
To speak out for anybody."
DEAR ABBY: Someone signed SPEAKING FOR
TEENS stated in a letter to you that, in Samoa, premarital
sex was customary. As a native of Samoa may I set the
record straight?
Premarital sex is NOT. the custom in Samoa today. We
are taught that the very best gift a Samoan girl can ipei to
her husband is her virginity, and to lose it before marriage
not only brings disgrace to her family, but automatically
places the girl into the category of a prostitute. Thank you.
PROUD SAMOAN TEEN
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box, No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.









For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
ICIAAPAPI I  JAMES BONO 007'
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NO PASSES OR BARGAIN NITE
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"The Island
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MRS. ANTHONY WAYNE PRITCHETT was the former
Laura Sue Skinner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. Skinner,
5090 Dora! Avenue, Whitehall, Ohio, before her marriage on
Saturday, July 23, to Mr. Pritchett, son of Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Pritchett of Dexter Route One.
The wedding vows were performed by Bro. Phillip Ling at
the Eastland Church of Christ, Columbus, Ohio, at 1:30 p.m.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride-chose as her at-
tendants,Sharon Williams and Lisa Williams, both Of lyynold-
sburg, Ohio.
The father of the groom served as best man for Mr. Prit-
chett. Ushers were Kevin Pritchett of Dexter, brother of the
groom, and John Skinner, Columbus, Ohio, brother of the
bride.
A reception followed at the church and the couple left later
for a wedding trip to Southern California.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Pritchett will reside after August 1 at
4244 Vineshire Lane, Columbus, Ohio, 43727, where the groom
is employed as an electronics technician at Crane Plastics,
Columbus. He is a graduate of Calloway County High School.
The bride is a graduate of Edward Little High School and of






Club will meet at the Com-
munity Center at seven p. m.
Murray Lodge No 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the lodge
hall, located on" Coldwater
Road. Work will be in the
Fellowcraft degree.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
discovery walk at Center
Station at 4:30 p.m.
Monday, August 1
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Baptist Church Women
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Harry Erwin at 7:15 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., for all
persons with home, emotional,
nervous, mental, etc.,
problems will meet at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets, Murray, at 7:30
-p.m. This is a special therapy
meeting.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include tennis
lessons for beginners at hotel
tennis courts at 9:30 a.m.,
volleyball at hotel courts at
10:30 a.m., Apples, Peaches,
Pears, ind Plums at
recreation room at 1:30 p.m.,
waterballoon toss at hotel
front lawn at 2:30 p.m., seed
pictures at hotel recreation
room It 3:30 p . m . , in-
terpretive nature walk at
campground bath house at
4:30 p.m., slide park program
at hotel meeting room at
seven p.m., and square dance
lessons and dance at cam-
pground bath house at 8:30
p.111.
Monday, August 1 ...
FIR) Grove Cemetery
Association will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.
_
Tuesday, August 2
First Baptist WMU will
meet at nine a. m. at the
church.
Elm Grove Baptist (1prrh
Women will meet with-Jimmie
Dale Carmichael at 9:30 a. m.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet with
Lochie Hart, 1313 Payne
Street, ' at two p. m. with
Lessie -Pickard as program
leader.
First United --Methodist
Chtirch Women will' have a
potluck supper with husbands
as guests at the ehurch at 6:30
p. m. Bill Fisher will present
the program.
17,t
• - • •
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p. m. at the
lodge hall.
Land Between the Lakes
eventS will include stream
stroll at Center Station at
three p. m., and Children's
Fibercraft workshop for ages
9 to 15 at Empire Farm from
twelve noon to 3.30 p. m.
Registration is needed for the
latter event and call 424-5441.
Dexter Senior. Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a. m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a social breakfast from
7:30 to ten a. m. and shopping
from ten a. m. to four p. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for Murray Senior Citizens
with handwork or visiting at
i0:30 a. m. after devotion at
10:05 a. m., sack lunch at
noon, and table games at one
p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include junior
naturalist Droeram at 10:30 a.
m. and 4:30 p.m. at cam-
pground bath house, bowling
tournament at hotel meeting
room at 1:30 p.m., stick craft
at recreation room at 2:30
p.m., softball at campground
bath house at 3:30 p.m., Wild
Raspberry craft demon-
Itration at hotel lobby at seven
p.m., and Lakeside Singers at




particularly cut green beans,
beans, corn, peas, peas and
corn, potatoes, and mixed
vegetables are available in
heavy polyethylene bags con-
taining 16, 24, or 32 ounces.
The advantage of this type of
...kackakginus that the vegeta-
bles usually separate enough
to pour needed amount for
cooking and return the rest




FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 2, 11IT7
What kin13 of day will tomorrow
be? To find out what the stars,
say, read the forecast given for
your birth Sign.
ARIES_
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) entzt
No outstandingly impressive
opportunities indicated, yet
there are hidden gems of value
which you may overlook if you
are too hasty, too anxious.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 20) datiii?
Avoid cynics and-pessimists.
Review past teat periods. They
held the seine challenges, and
more. Past procedures may be
the key to this day's action.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21) 119-
Don't let good chances pass
you by. Make the best use of
your talents and be opthnistic
about the day. It may be
brighter than you realize at
first.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) iNO
Be neither too gullible nor too
skeptical. Several suggestions
may be offered — some good,
some otherwise. Be objective,
impersonal in your judgment.
Some misleading influences.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 72) J24:4A
An above-average day in
certain areas; possibly trying in
others. Don't do half a job or get
only half a story. In discussions,
listen to all carefully.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) /1P11.
Fine stellar influences!
There's muchr you can- attain
now. Your delightful per-
sonality should shine and your
adaptability will help in unusual
situations.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) lain'
You may be well ahead of
those about you, but the discreet
thing will be to play it down, to
achieve without asking
plaudits. Be careful about
violating confidences.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In,*
You function best under
pressure, but don't go looking
for windmills to conquer. Make
time for relaxation, the quest
for inner peace.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You will need a good sense of
perspective to cope with this
day's intricacies and com-
plexities. Your innate good
judgment should help you to
cope, however.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ida
Associates and co-workers
may not all be heading in the
same direction or acting for the
same reasons. Think well
before }oiling any side but, once
decided, don't waver.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ms.4AQUARIUS
This day needs teamwork as
well as individualista To know
when to follow which line is up
to yoUr keen discretion. A bit of
thought will help you decide.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Listen to new and unique
Ideas, of course, but don't give
up on' 'projects that are going
well. Be receptive to new
methods, too, but don't go in for
fads.
eeitfr
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a bright and
vivacious personality; are a
combination of practicality and
idealism and sometimes take
yourself too seriously. You are a
staunch defender of your
principles and beliefs, but may-
be too outspoken at times.
Extremely versatile, there are
many fields in which you could
excel, notably: the stage,
journalism, teaching, art and
medicine. If attracted to the
law, you could become an
outstanding statesman. Bir-
thdate of: John Tyndall, Brit.
physicist; John Kieran, jour-
nalist, author; Peter O'Toole,
film star.
Ladies Day Golf Pairings
Listed For Wednesday Play
The lineups for the ladies
day golf play at the Murray
Country Club, for play on
Wednesday, August 3, have
been released by Elizabeth
Slusmeyer, golf hostess, as
follows:
No One Tee-
9:00 a.m. — Toni Hopson,
Dorothy Fike, Jerlene
Sullivan, and Carol Hibbard.
9:10 a.m. — Euva Mitchell,
Inus Orr, Betty Stewart, and
Margaret Shuffet.
9:20 a.m. — Phyllis Kain,
Betty Lowry, Venela Sexton,
and Evelyn Jones.
9:30 a.m. — Betty Jo Pur-
dom, Frances Hulse, Diane
Villanova, and Alice Purdom.
9:40 a.m. — Louise Lamb,
Jane Fitch, Beverly Spann,
and Bettye Hunter.
No Four Tee-
9:00 a.m. — Cathryn
Garrott, Edith Garrison,
Faira Alexander, and Euldene
Robinson.
9:10 a.m. — Anna Mary
Adams, Rowena Cullom, Lou
Doran, and Jean Doxee.
9:20 a.m. — Nancy Fan-
drich, „Chris Graham,
Rebecca Irvan, and Urbena
Koenen.
9:30 a.m. — Betty Scott,
Exie Hill, Judy Muehleman,
and Doris Cella.
9:40 a.m. — Micky Phillips,
Norma Frank, Martha Sue
Ryan, and Beth Belote.
ACUFF BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Acuff
of 1203 Peggy Ann Drive,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Drew Thomas,
weighing nine pounds two
ounces, measuring 20',2 in-
ches, born on Thursday, July
14, at 2:10 a.m. at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tn.
They have three other
children, Donna Hawes, age
sixteen, Danny Hawes, age
thirteen, and Darlene Acuff,
age eleven. The father is
employed at Sager Glove
Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H. G. Williams of
Drakesboro.
When foods boil over on the
stove or in the oven, cover the
opot with salt and it will prevent
smoking and eliminate odor.
I Free for bvthe 
Asking!
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
No. Seven Tee-
9:00 a.m. — Mary Bell
Overby, Mary Watson, Kitty
Freeman, and Ruth Wilson.
9:10 a.m. — Vicki Baker,
Carla Rexroat, and Annie
Knight.
9:20 a.m. — Pat
McReynolds, Lorraine
Maggard, and Billie Cohoon.
9:30 a.m. — Aurellia Batts,
Eddie M. Outland, and
Thelma Eckherdt.
9:40 a.m. — Cindy Ashby,
Janice Howe, and Jennie
Hutson.
Winners in ladies day golf
play on July 27 were: Betty Jo
Purdom, championship, and
Betty Stewart, low net;
Cathryn Garrott, first flight,
and Beverly Spann, low net;
Doris Cella, second flight, and
Nancy Fandrich, low net;
Beth Belote, third flight, and
Mary Bell Overby„ second
place.
Mathis &Bethel VoTvs
To Be Read Saturday
Miis Patsy Mathis,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Mathis of Murray,
has completed plans for her
wedding to Terry Bethel, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Bethel of Greenville.
The vows will be solemnized
on Saturday, August 6, at
three p.m. in the sanctuary of
the First Baptist Church with
the Rev. Dr. Bill Whitaker
officiating.
A program of nuptial music
will be presented by the Rev.
Ron Hampton, organist, and
Miss Nancy Spann, vocalist.
Mrs. Nancy Slinker, sister
of the bride-elect, has been
chosen as her matron of
honor. The bridesmaids will
be Miss Paula Lyons, Miss
Betty F'airris, and Miss Cathy
Geurin.
Serving Mr. Bethel as best
man will be Randy Grogan.
Groomsmen and ushers will
be Mike Walker, Leon
Drennan, Tim Bethel, and
David Mathis.
A reception will follow in the
Fellowship Hall of the church.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invited to at-






fres Purl* At I. Deer
LET's TAKE A WALK!
Murray's City Wide
SIDEWALK SALE







Come on in and Register
for a 2 piece Tami outfit to
be given away:







Jumpsuits, Long Dresses,1 2 PriceSportswear
Marcile's
Fashion










































HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: I fell last November
and hurt my back. Although I was in
severe pain, X rays showed nothing. I
have decided to go to a chiropractor,
but I am told by my Medicare carrier
that Medicare will not cover this. Is this
true? J. B.
ANSWER: Medicare will only cover
a chiropractor's treatment of manual
manipulation of the spine to correct a
subluxation that can be demonstrated
by X ray. However, Medical Insurance
Part B will not help cover the cost of
the X rays or for any other diagnois of
therapeutic services furnished by a
chiropractor. The chiropractor must be
a licensed and Medicare certified
chiropractor in order for you to receive
coverage from Medicare.
For people on Medicare, Headline
has developed "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book has been
completely updated and is written in
easy-to-understand, question-and-
answer form. It includes a complete
explanation of Medicare Parts A and B,
an explanation of "reasonable
charges" and a sample Medicare claim
form with instructions on how to fill it
out.
To order your copy, send $1.50 to
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare," 114
E. Dayton Street, West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. ,This book is completely
guaranteed. Please allow six weeks for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 63 years old and
will be going on Social Security
retirement in two years. I would like to
know how much of my earnings I have
credited to Social Security over the
years. How do I get this? J.E.
ANSWER: You can receive a copy of
your work record under Social Security
by filling out Social Security form OAR-
7004 — Request for Statement of
Earnings. This will give you the amount
of your earnings that were subject to
Social Security taxes since you started
working. You can pick this form up at
any local Social Security office or you
can write to Heartline — OAR, 114 E.
Dayton Street, West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
request.
HEARTLINE: In March, I sent for a
pair of pants. My check cleared the
bank in April, Out I still have not
received the pants. Can you help me?
J.C.
ANSWER: Help is on the way.
Heartline has sent you the forms to fill
out from its Consumer Complaint
Division. Fill these out immediately
and mail them back to Heartline. Upon
our receiving these, it will contact the
company and help solve the problem.
Anyone having problems with a
company should write Heartline for
assistance. When first writing, simply
state that you have a consumer
complaint and would like the forms for
this. Please enclose a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
request.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, August 1, the 213th
day of 1977. There are 152 days left. in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1914, Germany
declared war on Russia at the outbreak
of World War One.
On this date:
In 1502, Christopher Columbus landed
in what is now the Central American
country of Honduras.
In 1790, the first U.S. census was
taken.
In 1794, a revolt known as the Whisky
Rebellion broke out in Pennsylvania. It
was put down by troops ordered into
action by President George
Washington.
In 1876, Colorado was admitted to the
Union as the 38th state.
In 1907, the forerunner of the U.S. Air
Force was established by the Army.
The aeronautical division consisted of
one officer and two enlisted men.
In 1946, the U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission was established.
Ten years ago: Blacks were rioting in
Washington, D.C.; Milwaukee, Wis.;
Providence, R.I. and other cities.
Five years ago: U.S. planes blasted a
shipyard in the North Vietnamese port
of Haiphong for the first time, setting
the yard afire.
Bible Thought
Ye my flock, the flock of my
pasture, are men, and I am
your God, saith the Lord God.
Ezekiel 34:31.
We, like sheep, often wander
into strange places and
dangerous habits. God will
guide .us...i0a.T.,-r(1,14- t.4-047149,„ — - -
and remember our prayers. as if someone has thrown a giant switrh
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For all my adult life, I have been a
believer in the practical use of prisons
and penitentiaries for the purpose for
which society provides them-very ,
simply to keep convicted criminals out
of circulation for a prescribed period of
time.
It has been the philosophy to which I
have subscribed both as an attorney -
for the prosecution and for the defense -
and as a lawmaker. And the
circumstances in which our nation finds
itself today, being beaten to our knees
by the criminals among us, only
strengthens that belief.
What irony it is for Americans, living
in the most free, most wealthy, most
enlightened land in the world to have to
become more and more cautious about
our personal security, both on the street
and in our homes. In the major cities in
this nation, it is foolish for a citizen to
be on the streets at night by himself.
Sales of personal weapons for self
security are skyrocketing, as are the
sales of locks and other home and
business security devices. The use of
vicious animals as a hedge against
crime is also on the rise in the home and
at our business. It is becoming
ridiculous. It is not what our founding
fathers had in mind for this nation.
Many states, including Kentucky, are
doing something about it. No longer can
We accept that well-worn observation
that crime is just a way of life in this
day and time and there's little to be
done about it. That is just not so. Crime
may well be a way of life, but there is
certainly something to be done about it.
Did you know that last year for the
first time in more than 20 years, there
was a decline in violent ,crimes in
America. For 20 years crimes of
violence perpetrated on the good
citizens of this land increased by
alarming proportions. Then, suddenly
those statistics turned around for a
very simple reason.
During the last four years, after a
steady six-year decline, the numbers of
persons inhabiting our prisons and
pentitentiaries across this land has
been on the increase. In that four-year
span, the number of convicted inmates
of this country's penal institutions rose
by a whopping 39 per cent to an all-time
record of 283,000 persons. This includes
a jump of 33,000 just last year alone.
Considered along with the fact that
we are now basking in the glow of fewer
violent crimes across the land, this rise
in prison population means just one
thing: States are taking a harder line
against the violent criminal and it is
working. In a nutshell: Put more
criminals in prison and we will have
less violent crime on the street.
This is a theme with which I heartily
concur and toward which Kentucky is
gradually moving.
In 1976, I proposed and the Kentucky
General Assembly agreed to four major
steps calculated to toughen the chances
of felony offenders returning to commit
further wrongdoing against their
neighbor.
First, we toughened our system for
sentencing the habitual criminal in
Kentucky, the persistent felony
offender. Secondly, we said that when a
person commits a felony during which
he wounds a victim or bystander with a




Third, if a person, while on parole, or
probation or conditional release, is
convicted of a further felony, he cannot
be eligible for further probation or
conditional discharge and his sentences
cannot be served concurrently. The
same applies, in the fourth case, to a
person who commits a felony while
awaiting trial for another offense.
These are steps calculated to keep the
repeaters out of our midst.
Those are the kinds of steps I believe
are being proven as the only reliable
way to deal with the repeat criminal.
In this nation, n that we are
on violent crime.
Robberies and murders are down 10
per cent. There are 2,000 fewer murders
and 46,000 fewer citizens are being
robbed. And, hopefully, these statistics
will continue to decrease.
I believe my credentials are well-
known. I am a conservative when it
comes to the best uses of our criminal
justice and corrections systems. I have
supported, all my life, capital
punishment as a regrettable but
necessary step which society must take
as a deterrant to capital crimes.
I am determined that Kentucky will
have a system of corrections that will
be the best in the country, with
sufficient facilities to do the job which
must be done. As you probably know,
we have just begun to expand facilities
at the LaGrange Reformatory, and we
will be making other corrections
related announcements in days to
come.
A well known criminologist says that
we now have mountingWidence that a
small minority of criminal repeaters
commits a disproportionate share of
our violent crime, and if we_put more of
these habitual offenders in prison: we
might have safer cities." Safer cities is
the least American citizens can expect
from. their policemen, judges and
parole boards.
As I said, other states are doing
somekhing about the problem. In
Pennsylvania, for example, an
unusually severe average prison
sentence of 43 months for burglary has
resulted in a very low burglary rate.
In Utah, a person convicted of
homicide is about 90 per cent certain to
go to prison. That is about four times
the chance a similar felon will go to
prison in South Carolina, where the
homicide rate is much higher.
Last year, Maine became the first
state to impose mandatory minimum
sentences, while sharply reducing the
discretion of judges and parole boards
California and Indiana have similar
Laws going into effect this year, and 10
other state legislatures are moving in.
that direction.
I belis-we, as apparently many
governors, state officials and
criminologists are beginning to believe.
that rehabilitation, while important, is
not the most important aspect of
corrections work. Prison's main
purpose must remain to protect those
outside prison walls, not to correct
those inside those walls.
Alarmists would point to growing
prison populations and question how to
handle them, but I believe that is a
short view of dealing with the problem
The long view, I am convinced, is that a
tough stand on repeater criminals and
more certain sentencing will eventually
decrease both the rate of crime and the
prison population.
, Isn't Ii-Thr Truth
All the great chefs, from Escoffier to
Oscar of the Waldorf, could have taken
lessons in cooking from any woman in
love; which is to say that nobody Qan
cook as good as a woman whose lover is
waiting for dinner.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky General Assembly is out of
synchronization with most legislatures
elsewhere in the South because the
others usually meet in odd-numbered
years.
However, what the other lawmakers
will do and have done in 1977 may
provide a harbinger of the direction the
Kentucky legislature will take in 1978.
The budget is the heart of the matter,
the nucleus around which special
interests gather, jockey and battle.
The Southern Regional Education
Board at Atlanta reports that increases
of 8 per cent to 12 per cent have been the
general range for 1977-78 budgets.
Kentucky draws up a budget for two
fiscal years-1978-80 next session—but
state fiscal officials see a similar
outlook.
"In my judgment, this state will fall
in that range, maybe closer to the
bottom," Finance Secretary Russell
McClure said in an interview.
He indicated the new budget may
increase just enough to carry the
commonwealth along a bit ahead of
the probably inflation rate, as far as
that Can be foreseen.
While financial situations vary
among the states, most budgets have
.featured.: major_ new program.v-
state_employe Salary increases of 5 per
cent to 10 per cent, and few new taxes or
tax increases.
The last category can be disposed of
first—there won't be any new or added
taxes, according to McClure.
Gov. Julian Carroll has repeatedly
said the same thing, and in any event
would hardly dare to raise taxes when
he is trying to promote a successor in
1979.
The trend toward new programs in
Kentucky also appears ended
temporarily.
They cost money, and nothing extra
is available. The surpluses of a few
years ago are exhausted, and the state
had to use all of its wiles in the closing
days of the fiscal year just to reach its
general fund estimate of about $1.2
billion.
As for the modest state employe
salary increases, McClure said he
expects that pattern for
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
James Parker Miller of Tampa, Fla.,
will speak at the West Murray Church
of Christ on August 2.
Deaths reported include Alvie
Thompson, age 78, John Eslie Johnson,
age 74, Jasper D. Allan, age 69, Yewell
E. Williams, age 90, and Charles
Carnell Grugett, age 42.
_Larry _ Mullen of Paducah. -was
champion cif the-ninth annual Murray
Invitational Golf Tournament at the
Calloway County Country Club. He beat
Ron Acree on a sudden death playoff.
Judy Kelso and Cathy Harris of the
Calloway County High School Chapter
of the Future Homemakers of America
attended the FHA Leadership Training
Conference at the FFA Leadership
Training Center at Hardinsburg.
Mrs. Nadine Downey and Ea161 Copus
were married July 24 at Paris, Tn.
20 Years Ago
Frank Allen Pool, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Kirk A. Pool, will receive his Bachelor
of Science degree in mechanical
engineering from the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, on August 2.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Gertie
Atkins, age 63, and George Gupton, age
85.
The Rev. Paul Dailey will be
evangelist at the revival services
August 4-11 at the Sugar Creek Baptist
Church, accord* to the pastor, the
Rev. Bill Sullivan.
Murray's, Little League All-Stars
open tournament play by trouncing
Benton 9-0 behind the one-hit pitching of
Red Howe, Jr.
Births reported include a girl, Marcia
Gwen, to Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stone on
July 21.
30 Years Ago
The temperature at noon yesterday' in
Murray was recorded at 93 degrees. A
high of 98 was recorded on July 30.
Arthur L. Bailey, fc7mer staff
member of the Keys-Houston Clinic,
has been offered the post as assistant to
the administrator of the Jefferson-
Hillman Hospital, Birmingham, Ala.
The Rev. M. M. Hampton will be the
evangelist and Ruby Seaford will be in
charge of the music at the revival at the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church, according
to the Rev. Buren Richersop, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. John+lenry Fraalin of
Jonesboro, Ark., announce the
engagement and ' approaching
marriage gr their daughter. Ann, to
Harold Glenn- Doran:, son of Mr. and -
Mrs. A. F. Doran of Murray.
Sausage is advertised at 43 cents per
• • • -
week.11115 -- • •
Kentucky—with some exceptions. He
talks of the 5 per cent to 8 per cent
range.
However, there has been and may
continue to be massive upgrading of
some broad categories—something like
the recent 15 per cent pay increase
granted to state police.
From all the indicators, there is hope
for certain ''unclassified" employes in
higher education positions to get more
than the 5 per cent they averaged
during the current biennium.
McClure said there is a critical
problem in that area, with most staff
members of universities and colleges
earning less than the townspeople for
similar positions.
The salary gap seems especially
acute at Lexington, where University of
Kentucky personnel have been
grumbling openly, sometimes picketing
in protest.
In other southern states, the major
share of the gain in higher education
appropriations has gone to salary
increases to faculty members to keep
the states competitive for expertise.
Money for new buildings and
facilities. has been "very limited"
'41e.
elsewhere, according to the region.'
board, and that is true also tor
Kentucky.
The spending splurge is over for
higher education in this state, and
McClure indicated the emphasis next
time will be on medical education at the
universities of Kentucky and Louisville.
One trouble peculiar to Kentucky is
the growing rivalry of the two schools,
due to the Uof-L's emergence from
private status and UK's uneasiness
about the purported drain on funds it
otherwise might have received.,
The issue won't go away— both
schools are pushing for their own
cancer research centers, for
example—and the state's CdUricil on
Higher Education, which has been
given new powers, probably will have
to settle the dispute eventually.
Carroli., gave the council broader
authority by executive order, and the
next legislature will be asked to enact
that into a statute which would be
harder to repeal than the order.
"In fact you could say some of the
major legislation in 1978 will deal with





Mumy Le r Editor
An editorial in the Tuesday, June 28,
edition of this newspaper prompted
Father Martin Mattingly of St. Leo's
Catholic . Church here to write
Washington.
The editorial concerned a request
from Winter Park, Fla. for a $883,500
grant from the federal government to
build a new library. The government
responded with an award of $2.65
million.
Our editorial questioned how
Washington can shovel out millions of
unrequested (and not needed) funds to
towns like Winter Park and cut taxes at
the same time?
Father Mattingly wrote to President
Jimmy Carter and U. S. Representative
Carroll Hubbard expressing his
feelings on the Winter Park grant. He
received a response from Congressman
Hubbard and a response from Vincent
Puritan°, deputy associated director
for intergovernmental relations and
regional operations on behalf of
President Carter.
The two responses offer somewhat
-differing viewpoints -on- the -reasoning
behind the grant to Winter Park so
we're going to print each in its entirety.
Both letters were addressed to Mr.
Martin Mattingly but we noted with
particular interest the salutation on the
letter from President Carter's staff
member ( Puritanco.
0+0
First, here's the letter from Puritano:
Dear Mr. Murray:
Thank you for . your correspondence
of June 30, 1977, and eclosed materials
to President Carter concerning Federal
funds for Winter Park, Florida.
The total of $2,650,000 potentially
targeted for Winter Park, Florida is
available tinder the Federal Public
Works Employment Act of 1977 for
which four billion dollars will be spent
on a nationwide basis. This particular
Act is administered by the U. S.
Economic Development
Administration of the Department of
Commerce. Also, this and other similar
pieces of legislation were enacted into
law by the Congress and the President
to stimulate the economy, including
lowering unemployment.
Funds under the particular Act
mentioned above are allocated on a
formula basis which, in turn, it
determined to a large degree by
nationwide . and localized
unemployment rates. On a nationwide
basis the period, March 1976 to
February 1977, was used. During this
period, Wint^r Park's unemployment
was between nine and ten per cent as it
was in other localities in Orange
County, Florida in which Winter Park is
located. Much of the unemployment in
Orange County is due to subStantial
layoffs in space age as. well as
construction industries.
Under a similar 1976 Federal Public
Works Act, Winter Park applied for a
library costing $883,500 but it was
rejected, tahat irne, because it dia not
rate as i as other projects from
Orange County. Under the new 1977
Federal Public Works EmPloyment
Act, Winter Park has resubmitted its
library applicatioviond is now eligible
for projects totalling $2,650,000. Should
Winter Park feel that it cannot
effectively and efficiently spend all of
its $2,650,000, it could endorse proposed
projects in other eligible communities
iaoraigLeCourity,
4ipperstiflier
concern in this regard. All similar
public works projects for southeastern
States including Florida as well as
Kentucky are administered by the
Atlanta based office of the U. S.
Economic Development
Administration. Therefore, if you have
any further questions in this regard,
please contact:
Mr. Charles Oxley, Regional
Director, Economic Development
Administration, U. S. Department of
Commerce, 1365 Peachtree Street, N.









And now the letter from
Congressman Hubbard:
Dear Martin:
Thank you for your postcard and for
sharing with me an editorial from the—
Ledger and Times regarding the grant
given to the City of Winter Park
Florida, for $2,650,000 when that City
had only requested $883,500. Let me
assure you that I was as surprised and
angered as you when I learned of this
incident, and when this incident was.
confirmed in a recent conversation I
had with Congressman. Lou Frey who
represents Winter Park.
I cannot justify this disposition of
federal taxpayers' dollars, especially iii
light of the large number of necessary
projects which are not funded by the
Economic Development Adminis-
tration. 'Ms afternoon, I have shared a
copy of youc postcard and the editorial
from the, Ledger and Times with the
Assistant Secretary for Economic;
Development, Robert T. Hall, and.
requested his thorough explanation of:
this incident and his efforts to ensure'
that it does not reoccur. I shall be happy
to send you his reply when it is •s.received.
Once again, thank you for writing.





Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose 'of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at • The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
. be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who di) not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual write.; in a column or.
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particWkr issues
being discussed witririettk to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discusSed on this pate and
a reader feels that the issue Merits
the attention of the general public,
we 'welcome ii letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that
. data-
C
FFA MEMBER OF THE MONTH—Randy McCallon, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Rob McCallon of Murray Route 2, has
been selected as FHA Member of the Month by the
Calloway County Chapter of Future Farmers of America
for July. Randy was selected as a result of being high in-
dividual scorer in the Purchase Region Meats judging
Contest which the Calloway Chapter took first place
honors. Randy is also, a member of the chapter tobacco








When you purchase a new Cabe pto hp tractor between July let
and Sept_ 30th youll receive interest free tinanong till Jan. 1. trat
You get your choice of five farm power choices, each with hydrostatic
power steering. power-take-off, three point hitch and 12 speed syn-
chromesh transmission, all standard.
lbese are the units famous for their fuel efficiency and reliability to
keep you going no matter how tough the going is. So don't wait, stop in
to your participating Case dealer and we'll show you two ways to beat










Ham and cheese — long
considered go-togethers on
menus — will provide two
highlights during the 11-day
run of the Kentucky State,
Fair, Aug. 18-28, in Louisville.
The Kentucky Country Ham
Breakfast, a 14-year tradition
at the fair, kicks off Farm
Bureau Day on Aug. 24 at 7:30
a. m. EDT. Jack Crowner,
executive secretary of the
Kentucky Beef Cattle
Association, will auction the
Grand Champion Ham
following a meal of ham, eggs,
biscuits and the trimmings.
More than 1,000 tickets had
been sold for the breakfast by
the last week in July, and
another record crowd at the
State Fairgrounds new East
Hall seems assured. The
spectators will see if this
year's bidders top the 1976
priee of-$1;035 per pound for
the ham, paid by the Coca
Cola Bottling Company of
Louisville. Last year's total
price, $18,371.25 for the 173/4
pound ham, was distributed
among 16 separate Louisville-
area charitable funds.
The Dairy Dinner and
Cheese Auction, scheduled for
6 p. m. Aug. 18, has a festive
new wrinkle this year. In
addition to the buffet dinner
and charity auction of the
champion cheese block,
participants will also be
treated to a wine and cheese
tasting.
Chief sponsor of the event,
the Dairy Products
Association of Kentucky, has
made plans for some 350 dairy
farmers, manufacturers and
prospective bidders at the
fair's opening night program.
Food Shipments
Pay For Oil Imports
This year's expected record
deficit in U. S. import-export
trade would be ntuch worse
without the dramatic increase
in farm product exports the
past six years.
Figures released last week
by the American Farm
Bureau show export sales of
U. S. farm products have
increased in value from $7.8
billion in 1971 to an expected















Here are combines that have what it
takes-whether you're in highspeed open
field going or in the muck and mire.
Whatever the crop or field conditions you





than 200 per cent increase in
food exports has helped ease
the pain caused by a 900 per
cent increase in oil imports
during the same period, which
rose from $4.4 billion in 1971 to
a projected $45 billion this
year.
Farm exports also have a
substantial positive impact on
the domestic economy, the
report noted, accounting for a
total of 200,000 regular jobs in
food processing, warehousing,
transportation and related
trades. The figure does not
include on-the-farm em-
ployment.
Farm Bureau said new
requirements for shipping U.
S. export grain in American
ships, with their higher labor
and operating costs, could
increase the cost of.that gram,
and damage farmers'
that allows plenty of
opportunity to revise an-




The Delaney Amendment, a
federal statute used as a basis
for banning saccharin and
several other products, is
"ridiculous and impossible to
enforce," according to Dr.
Thomas Jukes, a California
scientist.
If interpreted literally, the
clause could result in a ban on
meat and potatoes in canned
beef stew. Both items are
considered food additives in
stew, and both inherently
contain small amounts of
estrogenic substances, which
have been found to be cancer-





naturally present in prac-
tically all food, because of
small amounts of natural
radioactivity which is car-
cinogenic.
The, Delaney Clause,
however, seeks to prohibit the
use of any food additive that
has been shown to produce
cancer in man or ex-
perimental animals. Even if
massive doses of a substance
were necessary to produce
cancer, no trace of that
substance may be permitted
in food under the law.
 com-
petitive position in world Farmers Urged To Increasetrade.
The Agriculture Depart-
on American .vessels average Farm Storagement says that shipping rates
between $42 and $48 per ton of
grain, compared to $15 to $17
per ton on foreign flag ships.
The same difference exists on
shipping imported oil, which
costs an average of $7.12 per
ton on a foreign ship, and





reports on the spread of the.
Japanese beetle on Kentucky
farms have centered on the
pest's new appetite for corn, a
Powell County farmer says he
finds them more of a threat to
soybeans.
James Hall, who produces
both corn and soybeans on his
farm near Stanton, said he's
had-the beetles on his corn fer
the past, two years, and his
1976 corn crop sustained very
little damage. But the
voracious insects will
"completely denude" soybean
plants if control measures
aren't taken, he said. •
Hall noted he had applied
sevin, a common insecticide,
twice already this year to his
soybeans, and after each
application the "row middles
were black with dead
beetles." He decided not to
spray his corn because of its
size, and because the beetles
last year "ate only the tips of
the silks, after pollination, and
left the ears of corn alone."
Hall says some sections of
Powell County have -been
infested with Japanese
beetles, which he describes as
looking like "miniature
Junebugs," for at least- six
years, and that each year
there are more of them and
they have spread to new
areas. -
He confirmed reports from
other Kentucky counties,
mostly in Central and Nor-
thern Kentucky, that the
beetles feed on a wide variety
of green plants, including
many garden vegetables, fruit
and shade tree foliage, and
blackberries, which he says




either sevin, malathion or
methoxychlor to control the
beetles. Soil treatment with a
biological compound which
kills the underground grubs is
the most effective known
control measure, they say, but
only an extreme concentration




The Kentucky Farm Bureau
Board of Directors has voted
to oppose a move to rewrite
Kentucky's Constitution,
scheduled for a referendum
among the state's voters in
November.
The 34-member board,
which governs the state's
largest farm organization,
decided at a July 19 meeting to
oppose the revision attempt,
noting that sections of the
document which need
hanging can be amended
hrough individual amehd-
ents, without .requiring' a
omplete ConstailliA4S)",t
--Air-Vs/can
offered to voters each year,
Beverly G. Yeiser has ap-
pealed to farmers to protect
their grain supplies through
proper farm storage. The
grain storage situation is
-tight, and substantial in-
creases are still needed in
farm storage capacity. Yeiser




Yeiser said that the problem
of inadequate Frain storage
facilities is not new. The
tremendous increase in grain
production in recent years







"Grain must be safely and'
properly stored for efficient
handling and orderly
marketing. Today, with farm
prices for grain frequently
below the established loan
level, it is even more evident
that our farmers should take
immediate steps to increase
their farm storage facilities,"
Yeiser said. In the absence of
such facilities, farmers may
have to sell their grain im-
mediately at harvest time,
even if prices are below the
support level.
According to the U. S.
Department of Agriculture's
current crop production
report, corn is forecast at a
record 6.33 billion bushels, 2
per cent more than the 1976
crop. Wheat production is
forecast at 2.04 billion bushels,
5 per cent less than last year's
record crop. Corn and wheat
carryovers are expected to
total 1.4 and 1.1 billion bushels
respectively.
Country elevators, terminal
warehouses and the tran-
sportation system are being
overloaded. Farmers can help
by arranging to store a sub-
stantial portion of their crops
on the farm, for more orderly
movement of grain to market.
To assist in this effort, the
farm storage facility loan
program was expanded.
Farmers can borrow up to
$50,000 with only 15 per cent
down payment and 7 per cent
interest. The cost of concrete
and electrical wiring is also
covered under the program.
Previously farmers could only
borrow $25,000 on one year's
Facilities
crop with 30 per cent down and
711 per cent interest.
Wet storage structures
(silos) are also authorized
under this facility loan
program.
Quality stored grain will not
only protect the farmer's
investment, it will safeguard





Facility and Dryer Loans may
be obtained at any county
Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Office or the










the way you do feed, seed
and fertilizer.
Early ordering assures sufficient quantities of
materials when you need them. And you don't
usually pay until delivery. Your Production
Credit man has a finance program that offers
similar benefits. He may be able to establish a
line of credit to fit your future needs. This
money is at your disposal on a get-it-as-you-need-
it basis. But you start paying only when you
begin using the money. Don't you owe it to your-
self to find out complete details on PCA finan-
cing?
ir- im==•••
RCA I the go ahead people
Jackson Purchase KA
305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
A Consume/ Tip
irom Extension SPeciallisfs if
the UK College of Agriculture
When you shop, look loi
ihelmomete; in tile frozen
lood cabinet; The ternpera-
i we reading should be zero or
below, according to extension
loud specialists at the UK
college of Agriculture. Foods
Isept at higher lemperature, as
well as foods that thaw and
ietreeze, deteriorate in taste,
color, nutritive value and
sate-eating qualities. It frozen
ftiods ate not .-hard as a
rock." complain to the stole
Pi. own.. a.t.i...A.4110.1 • •






— READY FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY —
NEW STEIGER 325
USED STEIGER DEMONSTRATOR
ONLY 600 HOURS ON THIS STEIGER 310
Handling ease and comfort
are standard
Three all new Panther III models
from Steiger! All with a new longer
wheelbase. Excellent stability.
A smooth ride. Twenty hour fuel
capacity. Quick-response steering
means just five turns lock to lock
in 51/2 seconds at an idle. Pressur-
ized, 2-door Safari cabs are stand-
ard. . . so are Season Tamer
heater/air conditioner and AM/FM
stereo radio and tape deck. When
it comes to power, take your choice:
CUMMINS 310 HP




Turbocharged inline 6 diesel.
Call us today for a test drive.
Then you can climb up and feel the
big power, handling ease and com-
fort of a new Steiger for yourself.
Your Direct Not-tine to Farm Machinery At It's Best.
Just Another Service From Tommy's Equip.
Dial Toll Free 753-5299
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How To Help Cattle
Beat The Heat
Hot weather costs cattlemen
who don't take the
management steps necessary
to help their cattle avoid
problems from heat stress.
"Hot weather can cause
death losses, slow down gains
of growing-finishing cattle and
: reduce weaning weights of
• calves that fail to get enough
milk from stressed cows,"
says Russell BreDahl, Ex-
tension beef cattle specialist
in the UK College of
Agriculture.
The specialist has these
suggestions for reducing heat
stress in cattle:
Provide shade to protect
cattle from the hot sun. If
there are no trees in the
pastures or cattle lots, build
some shade.
Supply fresh water near
feed and shade. A cow nursing
a calf needs about 15 gallons of
. water a day, and a yearling
• needs about 10 gallons. Check
small streams regularly so
that if they start to dry up you
. can be prepared - to supply
water from another source.
Farm ponds are a
satisfactory water supply only
if fenced, says BreDahl.
Allowing cattle to stand in a
pond will help keep them cool
and give them some relief
from harassment by insects,
but it creates a health hazard
because the water can harbor
disease organisms.
Avoid working or shipping
cattle during hot weather. If it
is necessary to move or sort
cattle, do it early in the
morning. If cattle must be
loaded out during hot weather,
bed trucks with wet sand and
keep the cattle as calm as
possible when loading.
BreDahl points out that well-
designed crowding pens and
loading chutes will help avoid
stressing cattle.
Protect cattle from flies by
using dustbags, oilers or
adding a larvicide to feed.
Locate insecticide dispensers
where the cattle are forced to
contact them daily. Check
regularly to make sure that
insecticide is available.
Looking ahead to next year,
BreDahl recommends
renovating grass pastures by
interseeding legumes. This
will increase the amount of
highly-digestible, immature.
forage available during hot
weather.
Pasture-growing conditions
in Kentucky favor calves born
in March and April. BreDahl
says this means that cowmen
should come as close as
possible to the ideal breeding
season from May 20 to July 20.
Farmers Grain
And Seed Co.
Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Atoms of
CORN • SOYBEANS .WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
1 Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.FARMERS GRAINAND SEED CO.Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Kent McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston
of Route 4 Murray, Kentucky, was recently presented
the "Master Teacher" award by the Illinois Association
of Vocational Agriculture Teacher's. The award was
presented by Tom Wiles, Head Consultant of
Vocational Agriculture Education; at the annual con-
ference of the IAVAT. This conference is held at the
Illinois Student Union each year for Illinois teachers of
Vocational Agriculture. McCuiston is vocational
agriculture instructor at Hampshire High School, in Ham-
pshire, Illinois. Among this year's accomplishments he
has more than doubled the size of the agriculture
department, participated in all section activities, and has
awards in the chapter for two district and two state con-
tests. The chapter also participated in many community
services including a toy drive for needy children, BOAC
(Building Our American Communities), and the Food For
America program. The chapter published approxim
ately
25 articles in the local newspaper, had a 
television
program on WGN (Chicago) and a radio program on
WFtMN (Elgin) during National FEA Week.
For these accomplishments, McCuiston was inducted
into the 30-Minute Club by the National Association of
Vocational Agriculture Teachers. (The 30-minute Club is
comprised of Agriculture teachers who promote the
FFA by writing an article, having a radio program or a
television program which extends beyond state boun-
daries.) McCuiston was also cited for the chapter's par-
ticipation in workshops for the teachers of the district, in
demonstrations of pariiamentary procedure for such
groups as the IC's, for working at polling places, for
working with the Agriculture Advisory Council, and
many other activities.
He and his wife, Karen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. V. L
McGary, 1308 Overby in Murray, reside in Genoa,
Illinois.
ATLANTA, Ga. — What is
one of the biggest problems
facing today's swine
producers? According to the
U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA), that
worry is how to stop the
spread of pseudorabies.
Pseudorabies is a serious
virus disease of swine. Also
known as Aujeszky's disease
and "mad itch," pseudorabies
affects cattle, sheep, dogs,
cats, wildlife and other
Schedule Set For Graded
Feeder Calf Sales
Fifty-four graded feeder calf
-oales will be held at 18
locations in the state August 4
to November 17.
"These special sales
demonstrate to Kentucky calf
producers how good
production and marketing
practices help them get better
prices," says Everette
Mackey, Extension marketing
specialist in the UK College of
Agriculture. "They also
provide a valuable service to
calf buyers from inside and
outside the state."
The Cooperative Extension
Service assists the Kentucky
Beef Cattle Association
(KBCA ) in sponsoring the
sales. County Extension
agents, members of county
feeder calf associations and
local auction markets operate
the sales.
. This fall's sales are ex-
pected to handle nearly 70,000
calves which are sold in
uniform lots "packaged"
according to grade, breed,
weight and sex. Grading is
done by graders selected by
local feeder calf associations
from a list approved by the
state beef association.
"These graders are calf
producers who know how to
put together pens of calves in
demand by cattle feeders,"
says Mackey.









Some of the sales require
Big Problem
animals.
In animals other than swine
the disease is often fatal. In
swine, pseudorabies can cause
sows to abort or produce
stillborn or mummified pigs.
It can cause death losses of up
to 100 per cent in pigs less than
two weeks old. After three
weeks of age, pigs usually
develop some resistance to the
disease and losses are much
lower.
Since pseudorabies can
A Combine in the Field Means
Money in the Bank
Especially if it's an International!







Hwy. 94f Phone 153-1215
consignment. For this reason,
Mackey says calf producers
should get rules of entry from
their county Extension agent
before hauling calves to a
sale.
To attract buyers from
cattle feeding areas, the sales
are promoted by funds
collected on the basis of 25
cents per head sold. The
promotion program includes
advertising in newspapers and
magazines, and direct con-
tacts between representatives
of Kentucky's rattle industry
with cattle febders in other
areas.
-This summer, a half dozen
or more goiups from Ken-
tucky are trawling to con-
centrated cattle feeding areas
in states including Iowa,
Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio,"
says Mackey. "They talk
about the feeder calf supply
situation here and quality of
affect adult swine with few, if
any, visible symptoms, hogs
serve as a natural reservoir
for the disease. Such carrier
swine can spread the disease
to other hogs — and to other
species of animals.
Officials of USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service APHIS) said im-
proper disposal of dead pigs
can spread pseudorabies.
There are two main reasons
for this.
First, scavenging animals
— such as farm dogs and cats
or foxes, skunks, rats, rac-
coons and other wildlife —
may become infected by
feeding on_the carcasses. In
turn, they can spread the
disease to hogs on neighboring
farms.
Secondly, these animals can
mechanically spread the
infection by carrying car-
casses from one hog lot to
another or from fields into hog
lots on neighboring farms.
Another factor: Because
pseudorabies can exist in
adult swine without visible
symptoms, your herd could
become infected through these
methods and the infection
might not be detected for
months — till the next
farrowing season or longer, or
until sows begin to aloft. In
the meantime, you may have
sold animals — and un-
wittingly passed pseudorabies
on to someone else's hogs.
So, APHIS officials advise
farmers to bury or incinerate
all dead pigs. If burying, make
sure the carcasses are
covered well so that
scavenging animals_ cannot
dig them up.
There are a number of other
things individual hog
producers can do to protect
their animals from
pseudorabies. Here are some
tips from Dr. Jotui Walker
who is in charge of swine
diseases for APHIS:
— Test any purchases
breeding stock. Buy only from
herds that are free of the
disease. Isolate newly pur-
chased animals for at least 30
days and then test them again.
- If you buy feeder pigs, be
sure they come from a farm
that has not had an outbreak
of pseudorabies. Check with So. 4th St.
the calves in an attempt to get
out-of-state cattle feeders to
buy Kentucky calves."
Here is a complete schedule
for this fall's graded feeder
calf sales, including the
county Extension agent to
contact:
Albany — Sept. 13 and 20,
Oct. 18, Nov. 8. D. E.
Salisbury, Albany.
Campbellsville — Sept. 21
and 28, Oct. 12. James
Perkins, Campbellsville.
Catlettsburg — Sept. 21, and
Oct. 19. William Marshall,
Grayson.
Danville — Aug. 4 and 25,
Sept. 8 and 22, Oct. 6 and 20,
Nov. 3 and 17. Paul Hamm,
Danville.
Edmonton — Sept. 15, Nov.
10. Harlan Crenshaw, Ed-
determine if pseudorabies has
been diagnosed in the area.
— Keep stray dogs and cats
off your piernises.
— Protect your hogs from
wildlife. Raccoons, opposums,
skunks, foxes and rats can
contract pseudorabies.
monton.
Irvington — Aug. 13, Nov.
12. Ben Hays, Hardinsburg.
Lancaster — Aug. 10, Sept.
14, Oct. 5 and 26, Nov. 9, Mike
Carter, Lancaster.
London — Sept. 2 and 23,
Nov. 4, Seldon Hail, London.




Monticello — Sept. 19, Oct.
11 and 18. Mike Radford,
Monticello.
Somerset — Aug. 15, Sept.
27, Oct. 24. Joe Ball, Somerset.
Russell Springs — Sept. 26,
Oct. 10 and 17. Ray Brockman,
Jamestown.
Russellville -- Oct. 12.
Aubrey Warren, Russellville.
Bowling Green — Nov. 9.
Kelsey Driskill, Bowling
Green.
Springfield — Aug. 25, Sept.
29, Oct. 27. Rick Greenwell,
Springfield.
Tompkinsville — Sept. 5 and
12, Oct. 17 and 24. John Jor-
dan, Tompkinsville.
Winchester — Sept. 26, Oct.




Can My Spouse Establish
An IRA Account?
Your working spouse may establish a
separate IRA, too, provided he or she is not
currently a participant in a employer-
sponsored plan.
Now Much Can I
Contribute To My IRA?
Federal law allows a maximum annual
contribution of $1,500 or 15 per cent of
wages, whichever is less., Of course,
smaller amounts can be contributed each
year. "
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you.
first hand, how such an account might benefit you.
Bank of Murray
FDIC
INTRODUCING SCOUT 55 11.
WE BUILT IT. YOU TAME IT.
It's going to drive you wild
A tough new version of the
4-wheel drive International Scot tt
Scout SS II
Scout SS II is off-road ready
With power plaits ranging up to
our muscular. 345 cubic inch V 8
Plus a safety roll bar Optional
'automate locking huh s And a
standard high low range transfer
case for extra xi on really
fierce climbs
N/Ve built t -̀‘ r! take IS
Tough and r„ . - • gb to ta, -
you wherever you • a mind
go Challengourself to an SS II
test drive at your International
Harvester dealer today And see



















MARATHON MAN-Brent Austin had a marathon match in
the finals of the 18 singles Sunday afternoon. Austin faced five
match points in the ninth game of the third set but managed to
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STATE CHAMP-Among the players at the Murray Junior
Tennis Championships this weekend was Beverly Bernier of
Louisville. Ramsey is the defending state high school singles




Austin, Outland Win In
Junior Tennis Tourney
13rent Austin lost interest in
tennis a few years ago and just
about completely quit the
game. .Rut Austin had just
enough tennis running in his
veins that he couldn't quite
give up the game he'd been
playing since he was ,a
youngster.
This year has been Austin's
"comeback" year and that is
exactly what he did Sunday
afternoon at the Murray High
Tennis courts in the Murray
Tennis Association's Junior
Tennis Championships.
Austin came back ... from
the dead.
Almost to the point of
exhaustion, Austin reached.
within himself and found pride
and strength. And for John
Mark Fones of Franklin, it
Sports Deals




Purchased the contract of
Dave Roberts, pitcher, of the
Detroit Tigers.
ST. LOUIS CARDINALS -
Optioned Pete Falcone,




SAN DIEGO PADRES -
Reactivated Randy Jones,







- Released Nate Toren,
linebacker and Steve Horns,
guard.
SEATTLE SEAHAWKS -
Signed Ron Howard, tight end.
WASHINGTON REDSKINS
- Released Jessie Freitas,
quarterback; waived Phil
Claybo and Tim Grayless,
tackles; Chris Davis, guard
and Roosevelt Manning,
defensive end.




Greg Luzinski is one of those
high-salaried players who
demanded and got a multi-
year contract. Now he's out to
prove he's worth the reported
$1.2 million he received from
the Philadelphia Phillies.
:"I know the fans felt that we
(Players) were greedy',
getting paid too much money,
thpt guys wouldn't go out and
Au their best," Luzinski
said. "I'm determined to show




from Luzinski's bat Sunday
wben he slammed his 25th and
26th home runs of the season
the latter a solo blast in the
eighth inning to snap a tie and
giVe the Phillies a 5-4 victory
over the 'San Francisco
%ants.
got something to prove,"
said Luzinski, who has hit at a
.409 clip with four doubles,
nine home runs and 27 runs
batted in in his last 18 games.
In other NL games Sunday,
the New York Mets outlasted
San Diego 10-9, Atlanta
defeated Pittsburgh 8-3,
Cincinnati stopped St. Louis 6-
2, Los Angeles needed 10
innings to down Montreal 8-2
and Chicago clipped Houston
4-1.
Mets 10, Padres 9
Steve Henderson smashed a
home run and drove in three
runs while John Milner added
two RBIs leading New York
over an error-plagued San
Diego.
The Padres committed six
errors, including two by loser
Dave Wehrmeister, 1-3. Craig
Swan, 7-6, got the victory with
reliever Skip Lockwood
picking up his 17th save of the
season.
Braves 8, Pirates 3
Home runs by Jeff
Burroughs arid Vic Correll in
the fourth inning powered
Atlanta over Pittsburgh.
Burroughs' blast into the left
field seats leading off the
inning put the Braves ahead to
stay. It was his third home run
in as many games and his 25th
of the season.
Rookie Eddie Solomon, 2-1,
got the victory, while John
Candelaria, 11:4, Suffered the
defeat.
Reds 6, Cardinals 2
Joe Morgan smashed four
hits, including his 15th home
run of the season, to lead
Cincinnati past St. Louis. Ken
Griffey also had four hits, all
singles, while Dave
Concepcion hit a homer.
Morgan's homer came off
former Cincinnati reliever
Rawly Eastwick, traded June
15 to St. Louis for Doug
Ca pills, who got the victory to
even his record at 3-3 with six
strong innings.
Dodgers 8, Expos 2
Dave Lopes' two-run single
in the 10th inning snapped a2-2
tie as Los Angeles erupted for
six runs to complete a three-
game Sweep of Montreal.
Reggie Smith had given the
Dodgers a 2-0 lead in the first
with a two-run homer. The
Expos tied it up with single
runs in the fourth and seventh.
Cubs 4, Astros 1
Jerry Morales and Steve
Ontiveros delivered run-
scoring doubles to trigger
Chicago's three-run outburst
in the sixth inning as the Cubs
defeated Houston. Chicago's
Ray Burris, 10-10, scattered
eight hits as the Cubs snapped
a two-game losing streak.
The Cubs broke a 1-1 game
open in the sixth on a single by
Greg Gross, Morales' double,
an RBI single by Bobby
Murcer and Ontiveros' two-
base hit to right.
Hello, stranger
Searching for answers to all those who/what/where
questions about your new 641
As your WELCOME WAGON Hostess, it's my job to
help you get over the hurdles of being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful gifts. Community info.
Advice on reliable businesses in your new neighborhood.
And more.
A WELCOME WAGON call should be one of the very







ST. LOUIS (AP) - The St.
Louis Cardinals have optioned
left-handed pitcher Pete
Falcone to their New Orleans
farm club in the American
Association and recalled
outfielder Rick Bosetti from
the same club.
Falcone, 4-6, completed only
one of 4,1 starts for the
Cardinals, compiling a 5.35
earned run average in 108 /-3
innings and surrendering 19
home runs.
Bosetti was acquired by St.
Louis along with first




exchange for outfielder Bake
McBride on June 15.
meant frustration:
Austin lost the first set 6-2
but evened things up with a 6-3
win in the second set. Then in
the final set, Austin found
himself down 5-3.
The ninth game of the third
set lasted for nearly 10
minutes. And it Was in that 10
minutes the match was
decided. Five times, Austin
stood and watched possible
match points flying off the
racquet of Fones, who was
serving. But finally, Austin
managed to break service and
went on to take a 7-5 win and
the match.
Fones, who played the
number one singles for
Franklin-Simpson this past
spring, will be playing tennis
next season at Western
Kentucky University.
Both Fones and Austin won
straight set matches from the
opening round on.
Fones defeated Raymond
Sims of Murray in the quar-




By The Associated Press
Guillermo Villas took
advantage of a heat-slowed
Phil Dent, hitting higher and
scattering his shots when he
noticed his opponent's
discomfort, and moved within
one match of winning the
$17.5 , 0 0 0 Louisville
International Tennis Classic.
Villas, top-seeded in the
tournament after winning
three of the last four years,
beat the seventh-seeded Dent
5-7, 6-2, 6-1 Sunday to move
toward lbday's final match
against Eddie Dibbs of Miami
Beach, Fla.
"Once he started missing a
little, I hit the ball higher and
tried to make him run," Vilas
said. "It was very hot and Phil
was hitting very well. I had to
play very well."
In Sunday's other semifinal




Richards scored a first-round
victory in an $85,000 open
tournament in South Orange,
N.J., beating schoolgirl Donna
Lies of Springfield, N.J., 6-1, 6-
1.
Dr. Richards, the
transsexual who was excluded
from several international
tournaments this year after
she failed sex chromosome
tests, played deep ground
strokes that eluded her young
opponent but made numerous
errors.
Top-seeded among the
women i Mary Carillo of
Douglastown, N.Y., a member
of the winning mixed doubles
team at the French Open this
year. Vitas is the top male
seed.
BOXING
MONTE CARLO - Carlos
Monzon recovered from a
second-round knockdown and
went on to outpoint Rodrigo
Valdes in what the Argentine
said was the last fight of his
seven-year reign as world
middleweight champion.
The victory for Monzon, in
his 14th title defense, was a
unanimous 15-round decision.
It was the 82nd fight without a
loss for Monzon, dating back
to 1964. There have been nine
draws during thatstring.
defeated Arthur Anderson of
Hopkinsville 7-6, 6-0 in the
semis. Austin won 6-2 and 6-1
in the semis over Brad Boone
of Murray who had earlier
played and won -a three set
match in the quarterfinals.
There were a total of 123
junior players entered in the
tourney, which was sanc-




Calloway County Park and
Recreation Department
conducted the tourney.
Kentucky State High School
singles champion Beverly
Ramer of 'Louisville and two
of her sisters dominated the
play in the girls' division.
Beverly, a 16-year-old, took
a 6-2, 6-2 win over 14-year-old
sister Cathy in the finals of the
18 singles. Both von easy
matches in the semif
In the 16 division, 1 ar-
old Laura Ramser won a , 6-
4 championship match over
Robyn Burke of Murray.
Burke won her semi-final
match 6-0, 6-0 over Carol Dick
of Murray while Ramser won
otie and one in the semis over
Lisa Sant of Louisville.
Murray's Kathy Outland
breezed through the 14-year-
old competition to win the
title. In the championship
match, she won- 6-0, 6-0 over
1,1 -year-old Cheryl
Hequembourg of Charleston,
Mo. Outland had only one
close set. She -defeated
Chrissie Motsch of Louisville,
7-6 and 6-1 in the semifinals.
There was only one doubles
division in the girls' play and
in the 14 and under doubles,
Kathy Outland and Laura
Ramser combined to win 6-3,
6-0 over Hequembourg and
Leslie Huddle,ston of Bowling
Green.
In the rest of the boys'
singles action, Barry Elliot
won a 6-4, 6-1 match over
fellow Paducahan David Rudd
in the finals of the 16 singles.
In the 14 singles, Robert Rudd
of Paducah won 6-2, 6-3 over
Matt Fones of Franklin. Ponca
had won in the semifinals over
Paul Austin of Murray, 6-1 and
6-2.
In the 12-year-old singles,
Nathan Rowton of Paducah
won 6:0 and 6-1 in the finals
over Jim Seabury of Paducah.
There were four doubles
divisions for the boys.
In the 18 division, Bobby
Leeper of Paducah and Arthur
Anderson of Hopkinsville
combined to take a 6-2, 6-4 win
over the Murray duo of
Raymond Sims and Brad
Boone. -
In the,. 16 doubles, David
Rowton and 'David -Rudd of
Paducah won 4-6, 7-5 and 6-2 in
the finals over the Murray
pair of Ashley Smock and
Mark Overbuy. Robert Rudd
of Paducah and Stan
Shurnaker of Lone Oak won
the 14 doubles with a 6-1, 6-2
win over Mark and Paul
Austin of Murray. In the 12
division, Nathan Rowton and
Jim Seabury of Paducah took
the chamfiionship.
Mel Purcell Loses In
Finals At Western Open
After a string of upsets and a string of success in close mat-
ches, bad luck finally caught up with Mel Purcell Saturday at
the Western Junior Tennis Open held at Snyder Park in
Springfield, Ohio.
Had the tourney been conducted in the usual format, Pur-
cell would have won the championship match over Andy
Kohlberg_of Laciunont, New York.
Purcell won the first set 6-3 then lost 7-6 in the second set,
Purcell took the third set 6-3, but, that wasn't the end of the
match. The two were playing a best-of-five match instead of
the usual best-of-three.
Kohlberg evened things up by winning 6-4 in the fourth set
then captured the title with a 6-1 in the fifth and final set. Pur-
cell has never beaten Kohlberg.
Purcell left Springfield Saturday night for Kalamazoo,
Michigan, where he will be playing in the Nationals.
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WINS DIVISION-Kathy Outland of Murray coasted to vic-
tory in the 14 and under division of •the singles at the Murray
laniorlenais Championships. She also won in the doubles as
she combined efforts with Laura Ratner of Lewisville.
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LEFTY LAURA-Southpaw Laura Ramser won the cham-
pionship in the girls' 16 singles. Bernier, who will be • fresh-
man at Presentation, is just 13-years-old. She teamed with
Kathy Outland to win the doubles crown in the 14-year-old
division.
(Stuff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Little Leaguers Take
Second In Tournament
A tough Hopkinsville team
claimed the championship of
the Madisonville Little League
Invitational Tournament
Saturday night by winning 12-5
in the title game over the
Murray Little League All-
Stars.
In first round action earlier
last week, Hopkinsville won a
14-0 game over the Murray
Little League All-Stars Second
Team.
Murray had advanced to the
championship game by
winning a 4-1 game Saturday
afternoon over Muhlenberg
County.
Eddie Burgess went the
distance on the hill for Murray
and got the win. He fanned six
men and walked four. He was
aided by three doubleplays.
In the third inning, first
baseman Kelly Calvin
spreared a liner and then
tagged out the runner who was
on first for an unassisted
doubleplay. In the fourth,
Murray turned a 5-4-3 (third to
second to first) twinkilling
then in the fifth, got both
runners out on an attempted
double steal.
The final twinkilling was
most unusual. Muhlenberg
County had men on at first and
third. The man onfirst _broke
for second and the throw from
catcher Ronnie Bryan was cut
off at shortstop by Craig
Darnell who fired the ball
back to the plate and the
runner was out. Bryan then
fired the ball back to second
for the doubleplay.
Murray's first run came in
the last of the third when Mark
Boggess, who had earlier
singled, scored when Darnell
singled. Then in the fifth,
Murray put the game away
with a three-run outbreak.
Kelly Calvin opened the
rally with a triple then scored
when Darnell followed with a
single. After Nicky Santagado
reached on an error and Bo
Reed walked, Bryan doubled
for two RBI's.
' In the championship game,
Hopkinsville broke a 1-1 tie
with three runs-in the fourth
inning and took a 4-1 lead.
But in the top of the fifth,
Murray came back with a pair
and made it a 4-3 game. Nicky
Santagado doubled and then
scored when David McMillen
doubled. McMillen scored on a
single by Darnell.
Hopkinsville put the game
away with eight runs in the
last of the fifth.
Murray did manage to get
two more runs as David
Denham socked a two-run




Darnell-ss 3 1 2







B. mess-cf ,  1 0
Galloway-cf 1 0
Calvin-lb .  11 1
Totals 19 4 5
Muhlenberg Co. 000 001 1-5-2










































• Wed ear and Drip*
Try. 5' Cons
-
FINISH SECOND-The doubles tow of Ashley Smock (left) and Mark Overbey (returning the
ball, finished second in the 16 gni wooer dowMes. They lost in the third set to David Rowton and
David Rudd, both of Paducah.




McGee carded a solid two-
under-par 69 and scored a
fourstroke victory in the
Philadelphia Golf Classic.
McGee claimed the second
title of his 11-year tour career
with a72 total, 12 under par,
and picked up 840,000 for his
A delicious Steak that
will melt in your mouth' We serve
it sizzlin. hot with your choice
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CHAMP IN ACTION—Russ Cochran of Paducah, the winner of the Murray Invitational, rolls his
putt on the 12th toward the hole. Watching is Scott Noll of Mayfield. Cochran is a member of the
University of Kentucky gaff team.
Photo by 61.0 Garronl
Bosox Back In Lead As
Rookie Aase Fires Gem
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Don't tell Don Aase you
can't go home again.
The 22-year-old Boston
rookie right-hander pitched
his second complete game
since being recalled from
Pawtucket of the
International League,
blanking the California Angels
1-0 Sunday with a three-hitter.
It was a happy homecoming
for the Anaheim native.
"I can't really explain the
feeling I have today," said
Aase, who grew up just a few
miles from Anaheim Stadium.
"I'd like to have been an
Angel, but this feeling is just
as good. It was my dream to
pitch here."
Aase pitched the Red Sox
back into first place in the
American League East,
i striking out seven in
' outdueling Frank Tanana
and Dave La-Roche. The
victory, which came when
' Carlton Fisk singled home
Jim Rice in the ninth inning,
vaulted the Sox past
Baltimore by one percentage
point. The New York Yankees
are just one game back in the
tightest divisional race in the
major leagues.
1
White Sox 5-4, Royals 4-8
Chicago's Ralph Garr
singled in the winning run in
the 10th inning of the opener.
Moments earlier, Chet
Lemon's second home run of
. the game, a two-run shot, tied
the contest.
. Kansas City took the
nightcap as Hal McRae drove
in four runs. McRae, Amos
Otis and George Brett each
homered for the Royals and
Dennis Leonard pitched a five-
hitter. The victory salvaged
the final game of the four-
game series for Kansas City,
which trails the surprising
White Sox by 5% games in the
AL West.
Yankees 9, A's 2
The Yankees kept pace in
the East with their three-
game sweep of the A's in
which they outscored Oakland
22-5. Cliff Johnson socked a
three-run homer and Mickey
Rivers also had three RBI to
support Ed Figueroa's
complete gam. Figueroa, 10-
7, beat Oakland ace Vida Blue,
10-12.
Mariners 6, Orioles 1
Seattle dropped Baltimore
out of first place in the East
behind Glenn Abbott's fifth
straight victory. Abbott, 8-7,
hurled a four-hitter, struck out
six and retired the last 18
Orioles batters.
In winning Sunday's
ballgame, the Mariners beat
Baltimore ace Jim Palmer,
12-9. Leroy Stanton drove in
three runs and belted a two-
run homer for the Mariners.
Blue Jays 4, Brewers 1
Dave Lemanczyk, 9-9,
retired the first 17 batters but
needed relief help from Tom
Murphy to tame Milwaukee.
Lemanczyk surrendered just
two hits and Murphy
completed a four-hitter with 2
2-3 innings of solid relief.
Indians 9-4, Twins 2-9
Al Fitzmorris's first
complete game of the season,
a five-hitter, led the Indians to
TROUBLE AHEAD—Riding a hot putter, Poducohan Ike Ar-
nold reached the 16th green Sunday only three strokes behind
tourney leader Russ Cochran, with whom he was playing. But
Arnold three-putted the green for a bogey six then went on to
double bogey on the 18th when he went over the green and in-
to the woods behind.
(Pisare b M.C. llarvistt)
their first-game victory.
Andre Thornton and Bruce
Bochte had solo home runs
and Duane Kuiper knocked in
three runs with a two-run
single and a sacrifice fly.
The nightcap was all
Minnesota as Hoy Smalley
drove in three runs and Craig
Kusick added a pair of RBI.
The Indians committed four
errors in each contest,
handing the Twins five
unearned runs in the second
game.
Rangers 3, Tigers 2
Mike Hargrove grounded a
single to right field to score
Tom Grieve with the winning
run for Texas. The triumph
was Texas' eighth in nine
games and their 17th in their
last 21 contests. The Rangers
were 19-8 for July, their best
record for the month since
moving to Texas.
Russ Cochran Wins Title
At Murray Invitational
By M. C. Garrott
Eighteen-year-old Russ
Cochran of Paducah ran home
a 20-foot putt on the 31st hole
Sunday to take the lead in the
championship flight of the
Murray Invitational tour-
nament at the Murray
Country Club and coolly
parred his way home.
Forty-five minutes later, he
tapped in one from 18 inches
on the 36th hole, smiled
broadly, waved his faithful
putter in the air and walked
off the green, the winner of the
two-day, medal play tour-
nament by three strokes with
a five-under-par 139.
A sophomore member of the
University of Kentucky golf
team, Cochran had posted a
one-under-par 71 Saturday
and started Sunday's round
three strokes back of the first
day leader, Kevin Kuddes, a
21-year-old senior at Western
Kentucky University from
Alton, Ill.
While a large gallery
followed Kuddes and his
playing companions —
defending champion Mike
Shelbourne, also of Paducah,
Murray's Wally Young and
Kern Allbritton, Mayfield —
Cochran methodically chipped
away at the leaders virtually
unnoticed by the gallery.
Playing with Ike Arnold,
Paducah, and Scott Nall, Jr.,
of Mayfield, he birdied the 525-
yard third hole after reaching
the green in two and two-
putting, chipped to within
three feet for another on the
320-yard sixth and rammed
home a 12-footer on the 410-
yard ninth for a third to make
the turn in 33 and four under
par for 27 holes.
This put him in a tie with
Kuddes, playing right behind
him, after the long-driving
Illinoisan could do no better
than par on his opening nine.
Young, who started Sun-
day's play only one stroke off










































































































Your Ears Pierced FREE
With o purchase of piercing earring!'
$ 7 9 9
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the lead on the 165-yard
seventh when Kuddes three-
putted for a bogey, but he
caught the trees on the left
with his tee shot on the 320-
yard eighth, chipped out into
the fairway and went on to a
bogey five.
Moments later, he overshot
the green on the 410-yard ninth
and missed a 6-foot par putt
coming back to fall two
strokes, ktiOnd anittcm-C.isth
31, I tai the
3,210-yard back nine to post a
one-under-par 143 for the
tournament.
The 500-yard 14th turned out
to be Kuddes' undoing. After
hitting his tee shot under a
tree on the right and chipping
back to the fairway, he missed
the green with his 170-yard
third shot, scuffed a short
wedge, chipped on and two-
putted for a double bogey
seven. This dropped him three
strokes behind the smooth-
swinging, left-handed
Cochran.
He then bogeyed the dif-
ficult, 435-yard 15th, got it
back with a birdie on the 560-
yard lake-guarded 16th and
parred in for a 74 for the day
and a two-under-par 142.
Finishing in a three-way tie
for third place with Young
were Jesse McNeill, Hickman,
and Jimmy Brown, Ken-
tucky's 1977 amateur and
Irvin Cobb champion from
Paducah.
Their 143s were one stroke
TOURNEY CHAMP— Murray Invitational winner Russ
Cochren checks the yardage before hitting his tee shot on 14.
Moments before, he sunk on 18-foot birdie putt on the 13th
green to take over the tourney lead.
(Photo by WC. Garrott)
Garrott Scores Sixth
Hole-In-One Of Career
M. C. Garrott has done it again!
The director of information and public services at Murray
State and a featured Murray Ledger & Times columnist,
scored his 6th hole-in-one Saturday while playing in the 18th
Murray Invitational Tournament at the Murray Country
Club.
Garrott's ace came on the 125-yard llth hole and went into
the cup on the fly. Playing in a foursome which included his
brother, Jeff, of Jesup. Ga., and two Pad ucahans, Pet Coburn
and Elvin Cooper, he used a 6-iron for the shot.
Three holes later, however, he hit two balls out of bounds
on the 500-yard 14th hole and took a 10, but managed to play
the remaining four holes in even par to post a 79 for his first
day's round in the tournament. He shot another 79 Sunday for
a 158 total.
Garrott scored two holes-in-one at the Murray _club ,last
year, holing his tee shots on the 155-yard second hole and the
165-yard seventh, which he also had aced in 1973. His second
was scored in 1958 at Boca Raton, Fla., and the first at
Mayfield in 1940.
DEFENDING CHAMP- Mike Shelbourne, the defending cham-
pion of the Murray Invitational, chipped to within six feet of
the cup on the ninth hole. He finished the front nine even-par
Sunday but went three-over on the backside ond hod a IS to go
with Ms first-dat's 71 fora 146 tot,
!Toto by. M C, Crarrelli
in tont of Steve Golliher,
formerly of Paducah and now
living in Knoxville, Tenn.
Four players were one stroke
back at 145 — former Murray
State golfer Kevin Klier,
Napierville, Ill., Arnold,
Allbritton and Kevin D'Angelo
of the Oaks Country Club,
Murray.
Shelbourne, who finished his
playing eligibility at Southern
Mississippi University at
Hattiesburg this spring and
who plans to enter Murray
State this fall, started play
Saturday as if he was going to
become the first back-to-back
winner of the event in its 18-
year history.
After 13 holes, he was (our
under par with birdies at one,
three, eight, nine and 13 to
offset a lone bogey on the 345-
yard, dogleg fourth.. Then he
ran into putting troubles,
missing a 4-foot par putt at the
14th, leaving him three under.
He then parred tqe 15th, but
Standings




Boston 58 43 .574
Balt 59 44 .573
N York 58 45 .563
Detroit 46 55 .455
Milwkee 46 57 .447
Cleve 44 56 .440


































Cleveland 9-4, Minnesota 2-9
Toronto 4, Milwaukee 1
Chicago 5-4, Kansas City 4-8,
1st game, 10 innings
Boston 1, California 0
New York 9, Oakland 2
Seattle 6, Baltimore 1
Texas 3, Detroit 2, 10 innings
National League
East
.W L Pct. GB
Chicago 60 41 .594
Phila 59 43 .5.78 1%
Pitts 59 44 .573 , 2
S Louis 56 48 .538 6
Montreal 48 54 .471 12L2
N York 43 58 .426 17
West
Los Ang 66 38 .635
Cinci 51 51 .500 j4
Houston 48 57 .457 18'2
S. Fran 47 58 .448 1912
S Diego 45 • 62 .421 2212
Atlanta 37 65 .363 28
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 5, San Francisco
4
New York 10, San Diego 9
Atlanta 8, Pittsburgh 3
Cincinnati 6, St. Louis 2
Los Angeles 8, Montreal 2, 10
innings
Chicago 4, Houston 1
• Monday's Games
San Francisco (Montefusco 3-
9) at Montreal (Twitchell 2-6(,
( n )
St. Louis (Underwood 5-6) at
Atlanta (Capra 1-81, (n1
Los Angeles (Sutton 10-5) at
New York ( Zachry 5-10), (n)
Chicago ( Renko 1-1) at 'Cin-
cinnati (Seaver 10-5 ), (n)
Pittsburgh (Jones 2-4) at
Houston ( Lemongello 3-12 ), (n)
three-putted the 16th green
from 15 feet and the 17th from
12 feet for bogeys. He then
parred the 385-yard, up-hill
18th to finish with a 71, three
strokes off the pace.
He could never quite put his
game together Sunday,
posting a three-over-par 75 for
a 146 total.
As for the new' champion,
this was Cochtlan's third
appearance in- the In-
vitational, although he had
won two junior invitational
titles at the club before going
to 1,exington to hit 'em for UK.
Thursday and Friday of this
week he wilt be playing with
fellow-Paduchhan Brown as a
' partner in a tri‘state alter-
nating shots arid best bail
tournament in Loeisville. Also
entered are Shelbourne and
Jimmy Musgove, also of
Paducah.
Winner of the first flight in
the Invitational was Bob
English with a one-over-par
145 and three strokes in front
of Bill Applegate, Jeff Golliher
and Charles Phelps.
tonY 'Thorpe- .of Mayfield
was the second flight winner
with a three-over-par 147,
seven strokes in front of Jiggs
Lassiter of Murray and Leon
Lauck of Paducah.
In the third flight, Paul
Beard was the winner with
161, one stroke in front of
Bruce Kersey, Tim Cook and
Gene Fisher.
Larry Nace of Paducah won
the fourth flight with 161, two
strokes in front of Walter
Jones of Murray- and Nolan
Fisher, Paducah. Ted
Lawson, Murray, was the fifth
flight winner with 175,
followed by Phil Bryan, also of
Murray with 179.
Awarded for the first time
this year was the Don Grogan
Memorial Trophy, established
in memory of a member of the
Murray club and a regular
participant in the Invitational
who lost his life May 29 in the
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire
at Southgate, Ky.
Established by his friends
and former playing com-
panions, the trophy will be
awarded each year to the
Murray Country Club player
with a handicap of 12 or higher
finishing with the lowest
score. It was won initially by
Walter Jones, one of Grogan's
regular playing companions.
A record field of 208 golfers
participated in the tour
nament, which was
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YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
7536333.
ostal Pool Chemicals now in








written for our learning.
that we through
patience and comfort of
the scriptures might
have hope." We invite
you to our bible study,
Friday evenings non-
denominational













































































































41 Walked on 5 3 Great Lake
43 Weirder 57 Devoured
44 A .Ltate • 58 Coniunctron
labbr 60 Poem
46 A state • 62 Parent
labbr1 ' 1c011011,./_
1813riety gf 64 Symber1 for
Corundum tellurium
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prices on all pottery and
wrought iron stands.
Wholesale prices on





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking






Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.




For Our nest class
Our nest cosmetology
class will begin on
Augsrd 15 N you are in-
terested on starting this
class please call us and
gel up an appointment
fog an interiors* It you
bye out of town please
can us collect
We are approved by
kv State Board of
Cosinetollogy 1. A ap-
proved approved for
rehabilitation and a




























"I wANT A RAiSE”
















I BEEN A COP SO
LONe - I NCD  
LONGER-
rOF ZAAL. NOW YOu KNOW HowwELCOME TO TI4E BURNING BELLY




















5 Lost And Found
FOUND BLACK puppy
with tan marking, 3












body and paint man.
Pay. based - on Corii-
misSion. Management
opportunity may be
open in near future.
Management pay also
based on commis,sion.
Call for appointment or
contact Gary W.
Thomas at Cadiz Body
Shop, Highway 68 East.


















work evening shift plus
weekends. Apply in






Inn, Murray, Ky. Apply
in person.
HELP WANTED -





up man. Call 753-6038.
WANTED: MATURE
lady to care for 11 month
old baby, Monday
through Friday, 9:00 a.,
m. to 5:00 p. m.
References required.









14 Want To Buy
WANT TO BUY used air
:o5n1ditioner: Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
5
iA0):NapOartNIent EnD forcomdupplelexx
Will consider buying lot
with old house. Must be
in city. Call 753-8500.





r hunt needs a piano.
Please be good to us.
Call 174-2717.
DRESSER FOR a beauty
shop 'all 753-7541.
14 an ;, B
TWO LOTS just North ot
city limits. Call 7534500.
GAS REFRIGERATOR




trailer. Call 753-2491 or
753-1646.
15 Articles For Sale
TOBACCO AND tomato
sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
PEA SHELLERS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2





for sale. Call 901-247-
3318.






SHINGLES $13.50 sq. !toll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3/4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 k 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation -
It" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stai-es at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
stalling at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901487-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
CLEANINGEST CAR-
PET cleaner you ever
used. So easy too. Get
Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
SHUTTERS - BLACK
plastic. Sizes 39 through
67 inches. Inquire at
Murray Lumber
Company 104 Maple or
call 753-3161.




FOUR 30 QUART Hobart
mixers, less than 2 years
old with wire whips,
paddles, • bowls and
automatic timers. Call
753-4953.









Best offer accepted. Call
753-0903.
FOR SALE - Shipping




TWIN BEDS with box
springs and mattresses.
Excellent condition. Call





sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




table with 4 chairs $50.
Maple Coffee table, $20.
Antique German clock,
'8100. Used lawn mower,
(needs some repair),
$10. Call 492'4707.
WOuLD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired BEDROOM FUR-




dining table and six
walnut chairs for sale.
Call 753-2620.
EARLY AMERICAN sofa
and chair, $50. Gold
crush velvet
Mediterranean style
sofa, $50. Call 753-6103.
17 Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX SALES
















209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors _Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Cern-,
plete color • line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth 'for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
lateh hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
citizens. Free lessons in
all neecilearts. Time:
Monday thru Saturday
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.,
Sunday 1-9.
19.Farm Equipment
TWO ROW ideal corn
picker, rubber tired




tractor with plow, disc
and cultivatOr. Call 247-
20.Sports Equipment
14' EPTIDE runabout, 55















Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake
Sails, Hwy. 62, Calvert
City, Ky.
WOMEN'S GOLF clubs
and carrying cart. Like







Avoid Usti, Nene Repairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Mow mood mil eloryted net 70
yews. Di .,t tip on ertrst fI impir
I. Wiest






made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.






















FOR SALE- An original
log cabin. Over 140
years old, in excellent
• condition. Call 474-2384.
BELL & HOWARD movie
camera, Model One-
nine, Projector model
253 AX and screen.
Excellent condition. Call
753-3109.
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write




pre cooking, no pealing.





SIBLE party to take up
payments on 25" color
T. V. J and B Music, 753-
75.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
tUrniture rnctuding
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
12x58 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom, underpinned,
all electric. Call 753-
9829.
MOBILE HOME 10 x 52
Vindale air conditioned
and furnished. Nice.
Price $2750. Call 753-
2762.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE 3
bedrclom mobile' home.
In Riviera Cts., Par-
tially furnished. Phone
762-2896 days or 753-6776
after 5:30 p. m.
1976 14 x 52 New Moon
"mobile home. Extra
nice. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
WATERFRONT LOTS
for trailer on waters












sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
TWO OR THREE
bedroom house or house
trailer. In or near town.
Call 753-0867.
WANT TO RENT a











753-0055 after 5.p. m.
PROFESSIONA MAN
needs house in country.
Call 436-2533.






Street. Close to campus.
Furnished. For in-
formation call 7534451.














• PALOMINO 9 year old ,













black, 1 male, one








bushel. Call 753-8127 or
436-2753.
43 Real Estate
WE HAVE listed some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake.
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
--seasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-
7531 or 753-0101 or call
Pam Rodgers 753-7116.
LAST YEAR's PRICE -4
Bedroom brick, with 2
baths, large den with
fireplace, two stall
attached garage. You
must see to appreciate.








113 S. 4th • 753-2835
ANOTHER NEW LISTING
New listing at 1711 Keenland is a very neat 3
bedroom, Pi bath home with central heat and
air, lovely yard and excellent location. Piiced in



































































98 ACRES ABOUT 9 miles
• East on Highway 280
and old Cherry Road.
Near Lake. ' Good
building lots. Several
acre marketable tim-
ber.. Only $53,000. Nice 5
acre building lot on Hale
Road at Highway 94
East, about 7 miles out
for $15,000. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
753-5842.
CLOSE TO shopping
center. Reduced to sell,
house in excellent
condition, many large
shade trees, 3 bedrooms,
dining room, 2 car
garage. Waldrop Real
Estate, 753-7249 or 753-
0686.
III-LEVEL BRICK with 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, large




trees and lovely land-
scaped lawn. We also
have a neat white
stucco.. .10 minutes from




the teens. For farther
information on these
homes, gall Loretta jobs_
Realtors at 753-1492.
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531051
EARLY VICTORIAN 5
bedroom home on Main
Street. Built in 1917 and
known as the Bradley







love to show this home to
you. Give us a call at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. we provide the
full range of real estate
services.
100' x 360' LOTS - Two
adjoining level lots on
US-641 South, near
Green Plains Road.




HAZEL - Live in a
country atmosphere in
well-kept older home




living area with outside
storage and attractively
priced at 121,900. Call or





"Your Key To Happy
Rouse Heating"
711 Baia 753-1222
HOUSE AND 41,z acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to Sell





LOT for sale on Hickory
Drive. One of a few
remaining wooded lots
within the city limits of
Murray. Price reduced
to $5,900. Call KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for courteous and
competent Real Estate
Service.
NEW LISTING - Three
bedroom, 1k2 bath brick
house at 1517 Glendale.
This home is extremely
economical to cool and
heat and you would be
quite surprised at the
low utility bills. Owners
moving out of state and
home will be available
for immediate oc-
cupancy. Priced to sell








Jim Adams Food Liners
"NOTICE TO MEMBERS
Members of the Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association in District No. 4, Calloway
County, (East of the railroad) will meet at 2p.m.
Saturday, August 13, 1977, to nominate can-
didates for director. The meeting will be held in
the office of the Murray Warehousing Cor-
poration, East Railroad Avenue, Murray, Ken-
tucky.
Saturday, August 27, 1977, polls will be opened at
the same location from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. and of-
ficial ballots will be provided for members to
elect a director for a term of three years.
The election will not be held in Districts where
there is only one nominee for director and such



















BUY at new price,
$27,500. Three bedroom
brick and bath, with
dining room and at-
tached garage on
beautiful shaded lot.
With plum trees and 12 x
15 storage building, near




45 Farms For Sale
FOR
SUE
115 Acres of good bottom land,
located 3.4 miles South of Tri
Qty, Ky. on Highway 9V.
This property is the farm of
the late Mary E. Murdock. fox
Mare information see or call
-Billy C. Porten 403 K41186,
Drive, Mayfield, Kentucky,
247-0364. Executor of Mary E.
Murdock's Estate.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 3 or 4
bedroom, .2 baths,
garage, large laundry
room, wall to wall
carpeting, central heat




house in country on 3
acres. 6v2 miles S. E. of
Murray. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer
over, $6,500. Call 436-
2173.
TWO STORY house in
Hazel, 9 rooms, bath and
large garage on corner






Shores, 3 bedroom, 1'1





fireplace. Lots of closets
and storage. 3 car
garage, finished and pan-
neled with full bath and
pull down stairway in
garage. Has large lot with
separate deed. Will sell
with or without extra lot.
House is 7 years old.
S41500.00 for house and
lot or $44500.00 with
the extra lot. Phone 753-
7940 or 436-2182_
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy laige
house. Adjoining











house near ' Harris




The Classified Ad section
having a sale on classified
1977. The Sale is open
classified page, small




y No rebate will be
All Standard
And Classified










Y Paid days will





































bike, like new' with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
12•TR Kawasaki dirt
bike, runs real good.
$125.00. Phone 354-6217.





Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1973 HONDA cn 500-4.
4,000 miles. Call 753-
Must sell this
week. $900 or best offer.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand
new bike. $750. Call 753-
9562.
9 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, 6120.
Call 753-5206.
/971 TOR/NO Cf:-Power
steering, air; 2 door
- hardtop. Dark- Green.




Asking $3900. Call 753-
1549.
1969 MUSTANG in good
condition. Located in
Stella on Lynn Lawson
Road.
1968 INTERNATIONAL,
panel truck, V-8, 4
speed, 3.4 ton, runs good.
Call 753-3944.
1969 NOVA Coupe, 307
motor, 2 speed,
automatic, new paint.
Call 762-4431 between 7
a. m. and 3 p. m.
1976 3/4 TON Chevrolet
van, white, less • than
year old, 37,000 miles.
New set of Goodyear
radial tires, $4350. Call
753-4152.
FOR SALE 1973 Cutlass
Supreme, power and air.
Call 753-0131 before 3:00
p.m. or after 9:00 p. m:
1971 CORVETTE con-
vertible, 4 speed, air,
AM-FM, custom front
end and paint. Call 753-
7670.
1960 FORD pick-up truck,
$275.00. 1963 Chevy II
station wagon, 9
passenger, double





Maroon. 350 4 barrel. Air
shocks, ET spoke mags,
60's on back, 74's on
front. Good tape player
with air suspension
speakers. Runs like top.
$800. Call 753-3187.
1977 RABBIT, 4 speed, 2
'door, excellent con-
dition. Call after 6 p. m,
753-0745.
JEEP WANGONEER,





air, extra clean. Sell or
trade. Call 753-3496.
1974 VEGA Hatchback in
good condition. Can be





or 753-9828 after 5:30
p.m.
-1973 DODGE, 4 wheel
drive, e ton truck. Call
753-5532.
1968 BUICK FAectra, fully
equipped, load. Open
Road camper and a boat
trailer. Call 753-5334.





and cattle racks. Call
753-6343.
1968 ONE OWNER, 442
Oldsmobile. Ideal for
young man or work car.
Has not been hot rodded,
good condition. Call 492-




air, AM-FM Stereo - 8















124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507. -
1973 OPEN ROAD motor
home, excellent con- .
dition„ Cab Sir and roof.
air. 440 Chrysler motor.
$10,500. Call 753-5925.
SMALL PULL type
camping trailer, sleeps 2
adults and 1 child. $395.
Good condition. Call 435-
4433.




SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, . on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days










roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
(Dub) 474-2264.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient service. NO Job






FOR B KHOE and
bulldozir- needs. Call





steam or dry foam
method Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest In riles for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
'cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductor offer for July





• cleanin,.. daily, weekly
or monthly. Ser-





1976 VW RABBIT agate clear
brown, Excellent Lane
condition. tall 753-9250 436-2'58'
anrrer"....”4c: • yaw
4 i.:1114L .1 7-, --seeimgwti--
yali septic tank
khoe work
s ,;so septic tank
Call John
I ine 753-8E49 -or
51 Services Offered,
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






















rocked and graded. Rip
Rap • delivered and
placed. Free estimates.
Clifford' Garlison,- 753-
5429 after 4 p. m.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.
1.8/M Blacictopping, seal




now. Call Doug Taylor




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor



















struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,




436-2712 after 6 p.m.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
WILL HAUL LIME or





Sealed bids will be received by the Murray
Board of Education, Poplar at Ninth, Murray,
Kentucky for milk and bread for the 1977-78
school year.
Bids will be accepted until 12:00 Noon on Wed-
nesday, August 10 and- will be opened at 1:00
p.m., August 10.
Anyone wishing to bid may obtain necessary in-
formation at the Superintendent's Office, Poplar
at Ninth, Murray, Kentucky.
The Murray Board of Education reserves the

















Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A la' x




Company Inc. Air con-






TWO OR THREE month
old Male Kitten. Call
7534931.
SIX WEEK old half
shepherd half collie








MURRAY'S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
• INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
This duplex is much above the average in
quality, and below the market in price. Central
gas heat, central electric air conditioning, two
bedrooms per side, extra large utility rooms with
washer-dryer hook-up. Built in 1972. Compare
with other recent sales!
DONALD R TUCKER A FUR SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve You
NIGHTS WEEK-ENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436-5676
Chuck Shuffett  753-4560
Patricia Miller  753-7550
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. .  753-1930



























"°-.. Prden, . ... . .,power end coecrete tools earl
- et..
753-5703




























General Electric Cestortior Caro.
w• own de G.E. Warrenty ter-
vim
Hwy 94 East
tam. to 9 pm. Tito . Wed and
Thurs. 9 a.m. to 10 pm. Fri and
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--'-Deaths—and Funerals
• Andrew J. Wilson
Dies Saturday With
Rites Held Today
Andrew J. Wilson, 89 year
old resident of Murray Route
Five, died Saturday at ten
p.m. at the Westview Nursing
Home. He was a 'retired
farmer.
The Calloway man was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
March 28, 1888, in Calloway
County, be was the son of the
late George Washington
Wilson and I.unie Moody
Wilson.
Mr. Wilson and his wife, the
former Lurley Burton, who
survives, celebrated their 70th
wedding anniversary on
December 16, 1976. One
daughter, Mrs. Cordie Moody,
died in 1966, and two sons,
David and Raymond Wilson,
died in infancy.
Survivors include his wife;
one daughter, Mrs. Everett
(Elizabeth) Oliver, Murray
Route Eight; four sons,
Garvin Wilson, Ryan Avenue,
Murray, George, Morris, and
Wayne Wilson, all of Murray
Route Five; twelve grand-
children; nineteen great
grandchildren. -
The funeral will be held
today at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
- bale-and BroMienry Hargis
officiating. Charles Locke
Stubblefield will direct the
song service.
Pallbearers will be Gordon
and Brooks Moody, James,
Randall, and W. T. Patterson,
and Charlie Stubblefield.






age 63, died Saturday at -9:15-
a.m. at his home on Hazel
Route Two.
The deceased was a
member of the New
Providence Church of Christ.
Born February 17, 1914, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Johnny Stub-
blefield and Gracie Schrader
Stubblefield.
Mr. Stubblefield is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Rozelle
I Wilson Stubblefield, to whom
he was married on November
3, 1934; one son, James
Dolphus Stubblefield, Hazel
Route Two; one sister, Mrs.
Coy Lamb, Hazel; one
brother, Collie Stubblefield,
Hazel Route Two; two
grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Sunday at three p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Bro. John
Dale officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as pianist.
Pallbearers were Otis
Wilson, Leon Barrow, Bobby
Stubblefield, Ralph Clark,
Keith Hosford, and, Earl





The funeral for Mrs. Julius
(Madlyn) Hicks was held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tn. Burial
was in the Hillcrest Cemetery
at Paris.
Mrs. Hicks, age 62, died
Friday at the Henry)' County
General Hospital, Paris., Tn.
Survivors include her
husband, Julius Hicks, Paris,
Tn.; her mother, Mrs. Lula
Brown, Buchanan, Tn.;., three
-sisters, Mrs. Cecil Jackson,
Buchanan, Tn., Mrs. Mary
Jackson, Bradenton, Fla., and
Mrs. Lois Brazier, Solon,
Ohio; three brothers, Douglas
and William Brown, Paris,
Tn., and Robert Brown,
Phoenix, Arizona.
Federal State Market News Service
August 1,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 943 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts .50-.75 higher Sows .50-1.00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. . . 842.25-42.50 few 42.75
US 1-3200-240 lbs 942.00-42.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs  941.25-4100
US 3-4 260-210 lbs 940.00-41.25.
Sows
US 1-7770-350 lbs934.00-34.50
US 1-3200-500 lbs  933.50-34.50
US 1-3 500-650 lbs S34.50-35.50 few 36.00





Layman White of Hazel died
Sunday at 6:28 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 67 years of
age and a retired farmer.
The deceased was a
member of the Hazel Baptist
Church. Born November 11,
1909, in Weakley County, In.,
he was the son of the late
Barkley White and Hattie
Todd White. One daughter,
Mrs. Betty Dale, died
November 20, 1974.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Naomi Jones White,
Hazel; one daughter, Mrs. A.
Darrel (Frances) Murray,
Largo, Fla.; two sons, James
C. White, Murray, and John A.
White, Hazel; one sister, Mrs.
Jewel Brandon, Live Oak,
Fla.; ten grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with his
son-in-law, the Rev. A. Darrell
Muivray, officiating. The
music will be by a daughter-
in-law, Mrs. John A. (Onedia)
White, • organist, and Mrs.
Glenda Gallimore. Burial will
follow in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the




Word has been received of
the death of Mrs. Wilma Jo
Falwell, widow of Oren
Falwell and the daughter-in-
law of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Buron Falwell of Calloway
County.
Mrs. Falwell, age 68, died
Saturday at eleven p.m. at a
hospital in Nashville, Tn. Her
death followed an extended
illness. She was a school
teacher, and was a writer for
Sunday School material for
her church, the Church of
Christ.
The deceased' had spoken at
the ladies Bible Class at the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, Murray, many times.
A local survivor is a brother-
in-law, Ivan Falwell.
Funeral services will be
held at the chapel of the
Woodlawn Cemetery, Nash-
ville, In., on Tuesday at
eleven a.m. Interment will be







"He didn't have an enemy in the world."...You hear
it often, especially in funeral homes. Do you believe it
possible? Of course it is. In most cases it is the plain
unexaggerated truth. Only rarely is it emotional
oratory.
People without eneniies are people who do not treat
other people as enemies. They adhere to the Biblical
admonition - "Count him not as an enemy." Even the
"enemies .of society" are not regarded as personal
enemies. When other people annoy, disturb or bother
them, they laugh if off or at least retain good humor.
They refuse to allow unpleasantness or unfriendliness
to affect their mind and spirit. Being human, they
naturally have their likes and disliked of what people
say or do. ,
r Perhaps their greatest secret in how to avoid having
enemies is this: The people they „like - know it. Those
they disapprove of - never know it. It is a good formula
for living...
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 Sovth .3rd
753-2411
• ',nor :gee :
Luther Atkins Dies
At Calvert City
I.uther Atkins, age 84,
retired livestock dealer, died
Friday at the" Calvert City
Nursing Home.
Survivors include three
sisters, Mrs. Palena Bell,
Memphis, Tn., Miss Nannie
Atkins, Puryear, Tn., and
Mrs. Mary Stanger, Chicago,
Ill.; one brother, Taylor
Atkins, Puryear, Tn.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at four p.m. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tn., with burial








Inc., was recently presented
with a grant of $2,000 by the
Order of Kentucky Colonels,
Inc.
The grant will be used to
purchase some of the basic
equipment for the Joseph I..
Friedman Substance Abust
Cent ir limated at 1405 S. Third
St_ _ Paducah, a .center
spokesman said. The center
provides residential care, non-
medical detoxification, after
care and crisis and in-
formational services for -drug
abuse patients. The center is
directed by Tom Massie.
Gen. Joe L. Hamilton,
national commanding general
of the Order of Kentucky
Colonels, recently presented
the check to Dr. Charles R.
McArthur, executive director
of the regional board.
Hamilton is executive vice-
president of Citizens Fidelity
Bank and Trust Co. of.
Louisville.
STOCK MARKET
Pr:ces of stocks of local interest at
noon today furmshed to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows'
Indus. Av. +6.67
Airco 27% -144
Am. Motors 4 -,o
itsisfaixf 32% +14
A. T. & T 6314 +14
Ford Motor 45 +14
Gen. Dynamics 5914 +'s
Gen. Motors 6914 +1
:Gen. Tire 2711:
Goodrich 25% +14
Gulf Ott 2014 -%
Pennwalt 3414 JO
Quaker Oats 22 unc
• Republic Steel 24% -14
Singer Mfg 24 -%
Tappan 97,-,4.
Western Union 1914 unc
Zenith Radio 2114 +%
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger Si
Times by First of Michigan. Corp_ of
Murray, are as follows.
Heublein Inc 224 +4
McDonalds Corp 4710 + 14
Ponderosa Systems 814 unc
Kimberly Clark ...... . 43% uric -
Union Carbide  4714 +14
W. R. Grace 29% +14
Texaco 30k.+L.
General Elec 54's +14
GAF Corp. 10' o inc





Franldin Mint •   11 +1
•Let's-Stay-Weff--- By F.J.L.
How To Reduce Gradually
Q: Mr. P.B. writes that he
has heard that it is preferable
to reduce weight gradually by
establishing good habits of
eating and exercise.
However, he would like
more specific advice about
such dieting. He asks, "How
much should the average
adult cut his food intake to
bring about the proper rate of
weight reduction?"
A: You are correct that
gradual reduction of weight is
preferable and likely to be
more successful in the long
run than episodes of severe
dleting.




Michael Maloney of Penn-
sylvania State University has
made a reasonable suggestion
that can be applied to almost
all adults. He suggests that a
person not drop his daily
caloric intake by more than
twice the body weight in
pounds.
According to this formula, a
person who weighs 200 pounds
would cut his daily caloric
intake no more than 400
calories.
Admittedly, this amount is
not a drastic cut, especially
when a pound of fat represents
the storage of 3,500 calories.
13 Killed In Weekend Traffic
Accidents Across Kentucky
By The Associated Press
At least 13 persons were
killed in weekend traffic
accidents in Kentucky,
authorities said, including
three Edmonson County men
who died in a single-car crash
Sunday.
State Police said 514 persons
have been killed on Kentucky
highways this year, compared
with 516 through the same
period last year.
The weekend traffic toll:
M. Vincent, 21, of Bee
Spring, Stanley W. Logsdon,
18, of Sunfish and Brent
Duvall, 18, of Brownsville,
were killed when the car in
which they were riding
crashed into a building in the
Brownsville city limits, said
Edmonson County Coroner Ed
Minyard.
—Donald T. Dean, M, of
Leitchfield, was killed and
five persons were injured in a
one-car crash Saturday night
on Kentucky 992 just west of
Hardinsburg in Breckinridge
County, police said.
Three of the injured,
including the driver, 72-year-
old Donald J. Gray of
Hardinsburg, were critically




the 1977-78 school year for the
Memorial Baptist Kin-
dergarten are now being
accepted, according to the
Rev. Jerrell White, director.
School will open on Sep-
tember 1 with the tuition being
$20.00 per month. Classes will
be held from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m.
each day. Teachers will be
Mrs. Connie White and Mrs.
Dorothy Rogers.
-Our kindergarten has been
a community service program
since its beginning in 1967. If
there is sufficient need, we are
glad to continue to offer
quality kindergarten training
for preschoolers Of our city
and county," said Rev. White.
For information persons may
call 753-5750 or 753-3182.
others were Kenneth 0. Dean,
24, of Harried, and Joseph M.
Stiles, 23; of Louisville.
Police said the automobile
ran off, the road, overturned
and struck an embankment.
—Michael R. Walker, 20, of
Louisville, a soldier at Ft.
Campbell, was killed Sunday
morning when the car in
which he was a passenger ran
off the Outer Loop in southern
Jefferson County and
overturned in a drainage
- ditch, police said. The driver
of the car, Dorothy Stone, 21,




Hardy of Owensboro was
struck and killed by a car at
an Owensboro intersection
Sunday, police said.
—Jesse W. Stone, 46, of
Spring Lick in Grayson
County, died Saturday night in
a one-car accident on
Kentucky 54 about two miles
west of Fordsville. Authorities
said Stone's car went out of
control, overturned and struck
a tree.
-James Burchett and his
wife, Minnie, both 71 and from
Albany, Ky., were killed
Sunday morning in a two-car
Collision on Kentucky 61 in
Green County about 10 miles
north of Sununersville.
--Riellard A. Mara% IS, of





















Chi you want to keep that
"iikr• •IPW.. look in your
tothes, Dryclean Often
opth San.tonel Your









pick-up N. 121b St.
13t1i & Main




$.1 89 LaMar Trion
hi,.)
Bring gay number. 'leg Med prosowt
this coupon oboe you bring your




- -Slacks 2 p.
or Trousers $1"
Sr* any random Too sous! prosily/
this coopoo oboe you bring yew
ckipuoilso to Bootto's 130•110ft.
Coupon Good thru
Aug. 31,1777
Shirts 3 for $1"
Laundered
Meg any wooktot. Too most press*,
this coops* trim you brill
&win to Biomes Clowtors.
coupon Good thru




Snag any oombor. Yoe Ault presatt
this cow* lobos you brims your
doom. to ll0000's Mows.
C,OUP011 Good thru
Aug 31.1977
Saturday in a single-car crash
off Kentucky 95 in Marshall
County, about three miles
south of Calvert City.
—Earl W. Mullins, =, of
Byrdstown, Tenn., was killed
in a single vehicle accident
Saturday night in Clinton
County on Huntersville Road,
about five miles south of
Albany.
—George Crase, 37, of
Mount Vernon, Ohio, was
killed Saturday night in a two-
car accident on Kentucky .15
about nine Miles south of
Winchester.
—Donald Jess Gray, 22, of
Hardinsburg, died in a one-car
accident on Kentucky 992 just
west of Herdinsburg Saturday
night.
VA REP COMING
Max Miller, a veterans
counselor of the Dept. for
Human Resources, Kentucky
Center for Veterans Affairs,
will be at the Murray
American Legion Home, 6th
•and Maple Streets, from 9 a.
m. to 3 p. m. on Thursday,
Aug. 4, to assist veterans and
their dependents with claims
for benefits tine them -as -a
result of military service.
On the other hand, 90 days
would pull off 10 pounds, a
significant drop.
Of course, added exercise,
started after a checkup to be
sure that it is safe, would
increase the amount of weight
loss.
More importantly, the
gradual loss allows the
establishment of good habits,
and they give more assurance
that the weight reduction will
persist and become a way of
life. —
Pink Skin Blemishes on Baby
Q: Mrs. R.A. expresses
concern that her first baby, a
girl, has several flat pink
marks on the skin of her face
— on an eyelid, the forehead,
cheek, and back of her neck.
She wonders whether these
marks will disappear without
treatment. If not, what should
be done to them, and when?
Q: Such thin, flat red or pink
marks are common and result
from an increased number of
very small blood vessels
(capillaries) in her skin. They
may become more apparent
and flushed when the baby is
warm or excited.
Usually, no treatment is
required. Such markings
gradually fade away and
disappear in about one year.
Shnuld.any one-or more-of the-
markings increase in
prominence (redness or
elevation), you may want to




Vacation Bible School will
open tonight (Monday) at the
Deward's Chapel Pentecostal
Church, located on Highway
94, nine miles east of Murray.
Classes will be held from six
to eight p. m. each evening
through Friday, August 5, and





Navy Aviation Fire Control
Technician Third Class Kenny
M. Hargrove, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Marcus G. Hargrove of
Route 5, Box 369, Murray,
recently participated in naval
operations off the east coast of
South America.
He is serving as a member
of Attack Squadron 176,
homebasad at the • Oceans
Naval Air Station in Virginia
Beach, Va. While deployed,
his squadron was embarked
aboard the aircraft carrier
USS America.
He was one of 6,500
Navymen aboard a five-ship
U. S. Navy task force taking
part in the six-week
deployment. The Navy ships
and aircraft were joined by
units of the Brazilian, armed
forces for the trainins
operations.
Additionally, he had the
opportunity to visit several
Brazilian coastal cities during
the cruise.
He joined the Navy in Oc-
tober 1974.
Evangelist for the revival
services at eight pin, from
Monday, August 1, to Sun-
day, August 7, at the Hilltop
Baptist Church, located by
the Old Salem Cemetery,
southeast of Murray, will be
the Rev. William Strong
pastor of the Calvary Baptist
Church. Harold Elkins will be
in charge of the musk with
Shiriey Elkins as pianist. The
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Bel-Air Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center
Phone 753-3642 Open 8 p.m.
